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Abstract. Energetic particles are accelerated in rich profusion at sites throughout the heliosphere.

They come from solar flares in the low corona, from shock waves driven outward by coronal mass

ejections (CMEs), from planetary magnetospheres and bow shocks. They come from corotating in-

teraction regions (CIRs) produced by high-speed streams in the solar wind, and from the heliospheric

termination shock at the outer edge of the heliospheric cavity. We sample all these populations near

Earth, but can distinguish them readily by their element and isotope abundances, ionization states.

energy spectra, angular distributions and time behavior. Remote spacecraft have probed the spatial

distributions of the particles and examined new sources in situ. Most acceleration sources can be

"seen" only by direct observation of the particles; few photons are produced at these sites. Wave-

particle interactions are an essential feature in acceleration sources and, for shock acceleration, new

evidence of energetic-proton-generated waves has come from abundance variations and from local

cross-field scattering. Element abundances often tell us the physics the source plasma itself, prior to

acceleration. By comparing different populations, we learn more about the sources, and about the

physics of acceleration and transport, than we can possibly learn from one source alone.
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1 Introduction

One cannot help but marvel at the rich variety we have found in the popula-

tions of energetic particles in the heliosphere. Wherever we look, it seems, proc-

esses exist that can accelerate electrons and ions of the local plasma to energies of

-1-1000 MeV, sometimes more. These particles often propagate to us over great

distances, carrying information in their energy spectra, ionization states, and

abundances of elements and isotopes, on the properties of their source plasma and

on the physical mechanisms of their selection and acceleration.

These particle populations tell us much about the nature, location and compo-

sition of the sources and about the physics of particle acceleration. Solar energetic

particles (SEPs) are now understood to come from two different sources. The
SEPs from solar flares have 1000-fold enhancements in 3He/4He and enhanced

heavy ions because of resonant wave-particle interactions in the flare site; the ions

are highly stripped of orbital electrons by the hot environment. However, the most

intense SEP events, with particles of the highest energies, are produced by accel-

eration at collisionless shock waves driven by CMEs; on average, these particles

directly reflect the abundances and temperature of ambient, unheated, coronal

material. Behind the CMEs, bidirectionally streaming particles and particles from

new flares or CMEs probe the topology of the magnetic fields. Corotating inter-

action regions (CIRs) form where high-speed solar wind streams overtake low-

speed solar wind emitted earlier in the solar rotation. Particles are accelerated at

shock waves formed by CIRs at low solar latitudes, but they can appear high

above the solar poles by migration of the solar magnetic fields that guide them.

The "anomalous cosmic-ray" (ACR) component is accelerated at the heliospheric

termination shock. When interstellar neutral atoms enter the heliosphere, they are

photoionized and "picked-up" by the solar wind, then convected out to the shock
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whereaccelerationtakesplace.Thepickupof interstellarneutralswaspredicted
to explainACRobservationslongbeforemostof theelementsinvolvedweredi-
rectlyobservedin thesolarwind. Nowadays,weevenobserveACRsthathave
becometrappedin theEarth'smagnetosphereto forma radiationbelt. Thisbelt
lies alongsidetheprotonbelt producedby thedecayof neutronsexpelledfrom
nuclearreactionsbetweenenergeticcosmicraysandatmosphericnuclei.

Yet, with theexceptionof T-raysfrom flares,thisentirecomplexof helio-
sphericsourcesof energeticionsisvirtuallyinvisiblevia photons. For most of the

particle populations, ion acceleration takes place in low-density regions where

interactions are rare and measurable intensities of photons are simply not pro-

duced. Nearly all of our information on the properties of energetic ion popula-

tions, and on their very existence, comes from the ions themselves. If the hello-

sphere provides a message for astrophysics generally, it is that most of the ener-

getic-particle sources in the distant universe may be hidden from our view.

In this paper, we review observations of the energetic particles, especially ions

from -I MeV amu -_ to 1 GeV amu _, accelerated in the heliosphere, and our cur-

rent understanding of those observations. We focus heavily on SEP events. These

events provide the richest variety of source conditions and a complete complement

of measurements. However, we pay special attention to the particles accelerated

in similar ways at many different sites. Insights into shock acceleration, particle

transport, and unusual source abundances can come from the comparative study of

the same physical processes in many different environments.

We will find that a common thread in recent studies of particle acceleration is

the importance of the plasma physics of resonant wave-particle interactions. This

is true not only for the unique wave modes that produce "ion-conics" in the auro-

ral zone or enhance 3He from impulsive solar flares. Active wave generation by

streaming particles is also an essential feature of shock acceleration. The numer-

ous low-energy particles generate resonant waves that effectively trap these parti-

cles near the shock, greatly increasing the rate of acceleration and producing ri-

gidity-dependent modulation of the escaping ions. With increasing proton inten-

sities, increasing modulation is seen in spectral and abundance variations with

time. Such waves may also produce local cross-field scattering now observed near

CIR shocks when proton intensities are high.

Another important thread is that element abundances often provide a unique

signature of their own origin or reveal plasma properties, such as the temperature,
that are otherwise inaccessible for remote sources. Abundances can also disclose

processes involved in the production of the source plasma itself, especially ion-

neutral fractionation in response to electromagnetic fields. This fractionation is

seen for several of the particle populations as different dependence of the abun-

dances on the first ionization potential (FIP) of the elements; it is a common phe-

nomenon. The power of abundance measurements becomes clear when we com-

pare a dozen different energetic-particle populations.



2 SEP Events and the Solar Flare Myth

High-energy particles from the Sun were first observed (Forbush 1946) as

sudden increases in intensity in ground-level ion chambers during the large solar

events of February and March 1942. Since this was long before the discovery of

coronal mass ejections (CMEs), it was natural to assume that the energetic parti-

cles came from the solar flares that often accompany large CMEs. Thus was born

the "flare myth" (Gosling 1993) that dominated thought in the SEP community for

over 40 years. If the particles are accelerated in a flare, it is reasonable to assume

they are injected at a point source in space and time. Thus, all properties of SEP

events observed during the next few decades were explained in terms of transport

from a point source, rather than as characteristics of the acceleration and of the

source itself. These properties included intensity-time profiles, the longitude dis-

tributions of the particles, and all variations of abundances with time. By forcing

us to ignore any variations of the source in space or time, the flare myth has had a

profoundly negative effect on nearly all aspects of SEP studies for many years.

The change in this picture, illustrated by the cartoon in Figure 2.1, has provided an

awakening in understanding the physical mechanisms of particle acceleration in
SEP events.

The earliest clear evidence that two distinct processes of particle acceleration

contribute to SEP events came from radio observations (Wild, Smerd, and Weiss

1963). The emission frequency in radio bursts is related to the local plasma fre-

quency, which varies as the square root of the electron density. Thus, the fast fre-

quency drift of type III bursts
was ascribed to 10-100 keV

electrons streaming out of the

corona at ~0.1 c from an impul-

sive flare through plasma of

decreasing density. On the

other hand, type II bursts had a
much slower drift rate that cor-

responded to local electron ac-
celeration at a - 1000 km/s

shock wave moving out through

the corona. Wild, Smerd, and

Weiss (1963) suggested that

electrons were primarily accel-

erated in the impulsive phase of

an event that produced the type

TIT bursts, while proton accel-
eration occurred later at the

expanding shock wave. This is

remarkably close to our current

Source of Solar Energetic Particles

Old Picture:

x x Only Flares

/

New Picture:

_x Flares CME Shocks

-.. --_..-.. -.
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Fig. 2.1. A paradigm shift.



understanding,but it waslargelyignoredby thosewhorushedto calculatediffu-
sivetransportfrompoint-sourceflares.

2.1 DEMISEOFTHEFLAREMYTH

Thefall of theflaremythbeganafterthediscoveryof CMEswhenKahleret

al. (1978, 1984, 1987a) found a high correlation (96%) between large SEP "proton

events" and CMEs. Then, Cliver, Kahler, and Mclntosh (1983) studied proton

events associated with flares with "weak impulsive phases," as determined by hard

X-rays. The flare myth, as espoused by Lin and Hudson (1976), stated that high

intensities of hard X-rays were required for events that produce significant proton

intensities. The proton events with weak impulsive phases seemed to suggest that

X-ray flares were irrelevant. Even the largest SEP events were correlated with

CMEs, not flares.

Meanwhile, the evidence for two types of events grew. Pallavicini, Serio and

Vaiana (1977) distinguished impulsive and long-duration (gradual) soft X-ray

events; the latter were associated with CMEs (Sheeley et al. 1975). Kahler (1992)

has reviewed such differences between flares and CMEs. The connection between

these two phenomena and energetic particles in space was made when Cane,

McGuire, and von Rosenvinge (1986) found that SEPs associated with the two

classes of X-ray events had different proton/electron ratios. The terms "gradual"

and "impulsive" have stuck, even though time scales, especially X-ray time scales,

poorly resolve those acceleration mechanisms we wish to distinguish.

A different line of evidence came from particle abundances. In 1970, Hsieh

and Simpson (1970) had discovered some small SEP events with greatly enhanced

abundances of the rare isotope 3He. These 3He-rich events were subsequently

found to have -1000-fold enhancements in 3He/4He and -10-fold enhancements in

Fe/O relative to coronal abundances (see e.g. Reames, Meyer, and von Rosenvinge

1994 and references therein). The average abundances in large SEP events were

known to reflect coronal abundances (e.g. Meyer 1985a). Abundance variations

were often explained in terms of rigidity-dependent transport from a flare, but it

was impossible to explain the huge enhancement in 3He/4He in this way. It be-

came clear that two different physical mechanisms of acceleration were required.

3He-rich events were explained in terms of resonant wave-particle interactions in

the source plasma (Fisk 1978; Temerin and Roth 1992). Reames and Stone (1986,

see also Reames et al. 1988) made the connection between 3He-rich events, type-

II radio bursts, and impulsive X-ray events. Subsequently Reames (1988) found a

bimodal distribution of Fe/O with clearly distinct contributions from impulsive

(3He-rich) and gradual SEP events (see review by Reames 1990b).

A compelling line of evidence for the different origin of impulsive and gradual

SEP events comes from measurements of the ionization states of the energetic

ions. Ionization states were well resolved in measurements by Luhn et al. (1984,

1987). In gradual events, none of the elements above He were fully ionized and



thechargestateof Fewasfoundto be 14+1,onaverage.This indicatedsource
materialwith anelectrontemperatureof-2 MK (2x106K), a typicaltemperature
of theambientcorona.In contrast,in _He-richevents,all elementsup throughSi

werefully ionizedandtheionizationstateof Fe,Qr,=20.5+1.2 on average, typical

of flare-heated material with a temperature of-10 MK. More-recent measure-

ments of Qr_ in _adual events using a variety of instruments to cover the region

from 0.3 to 600 MeV amu t are all in the range QF,-I 1-15 (Tylka et al. 1995; Le-

ske et al. 1995; Mason et al. 1995). High-energy Fe would be rapidly stripped of
additional electrons at coronal densities where flares occur. This Fe must have

been accelerated high in the corona, at >2 solar radii where low-density material is

traversed by a coilisionless shock wave.

2.2 COMPARING GRADUAL AND IMPULSIVE SEP EVENTS

Various aspects of gradual and impulsive SEP events have been compared and

described in a variety of review articles (Reames 1990b, 1993, 1995b, 1997; Kah-

ler 1992, 1994; Gosling 1993; Cliver 1996). In this section, we document several

aspects of this comparison that provide a background for subsequent discussions.

Figure 2.2 compares the intensity-time profiles of protons and electrons in

gradual and impulsive events on the same scale. The events chosen are particularly

appropriate because they are "pure" events. The gradual event of 1981 December

5, shown in Figure 2.2(a), is a well-known erupting-filament event (Kahler et al.

1986) in which a filament erupts from the Sun as part of a CME with no accompa-

nying flare. In fact, the event does not occur in an active region. The 3He-rich

events on 1982 August 13 and 14, shown in Figure 2.2(b), are associated with im-

pulsive flares on the Sun (Reames et al. 1988) that have no evidence of accompa-
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Fig. 2.2. Intensity-time profiles of electrons and protons in "'pure" a) gradual and b) impulsive

SEP events. The gradual event is a disappearing-filament event with a CME but no impulsive

flare. The impulsive events come from a series of flares with no CMEs.
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nyingCMEsor of typeIV radioburststhatareassociatedwith CMEs. Differ-
encesin thetimescalesof gradualandimpulsiveparticleeventsareclearin the
figure. Thegradualeventisdominatedbyprotons;near1MeV,theprotonsreach
a smallpeaknearthetimeof shockpassage.In contrast,electronsdominatethe
impulsiveeventsinFigure2.2. Peakelectronintensitiesin theimpulsiveeventsin
thefigureexceedthatin thegradualevent.Theextendedintensity-timeprofilesof
gradualeventscomefromthecontinuousparticleacceleration;thedurationof the
timeprofilesof theimpulsiveeventsisdeterminedby scatteringof theparticlesas
theytraverseinterplanetaryspace.The terms"gradual"and"impulsive"origi-
nallycamefromthetimescalesof theassociatedX-rayevents,buttheynowmore
accuratelydistinguishthetimescalesof theSEPeventsthemselvesatafew MeV.

Figure2.3comparesdistributionsof the"sourcelongitude"of theassociated
flare for gradualandimpulsiveevents. The distributionfor gradualeventsis
nearlyuniformacrossthefaceof theSun. In fact,manygradualeventscomefrom
behindthelimbs;theseeventshavebeenomittedbecausetheir sourcelongitudes
areill determined.Unfortunately,it is notpresentlypossibletodirectlydetermine
thesourcelongitudeof a CME,sowemustusethe longitudeof the associated
flare. Fortunately,mostfastCMEsthatproducegradualSEPeventsdohaveasso-
ciatedflares,althoughtheyareaslikely to occurnearthefootpointsof theejected
loopsasnearthecenter.Thus,longitudesquotedfor gradualeventsarenomore
accuratethan- +_20°.

The impulsive events are distributed about the longitude of best magnetic con-

nection to the observer. Much of the spread in the longitude distribution comes

from changes in connection longitude resulting from variations in solar wind

speed. The remaining variation probably comes from the random walk of the

magnetic field lines that provides particle paths connecting a small region on the

Sun to a distribution of longitudes at 1 AU (e.g. Jokipii and Parker 1968; Parker
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1987). This comparison shows that the broad longitude distribution in the gradual

events does not come from cross-field transport, which would presumably be pres-

ent for impulsive events as well. The broad distribution of the gradual events

strongly suggests the presence of a shock wave that can easily propagate across

field lines and accelerate particles as it goes.
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Fig. 2.4. Plot of abundance ratios Ne/O versus Fe/O for graduat and impulsive events. Each

point represents abundances averaged over one SEP event.

Figure 2.4 shows a comparison of abundances at -5 MeV amu 1 in gradual and

impulsive events (see Reames, Meyer, and von Rosenvinge, 1994). The two

populations are rather well resolved and the event-to-event variations have a dif-

ferent behavior. However, we will see in Section 3.5.2 that large values of Fe/O

do occur in gradual events, especially for short intervals of time. Usually, varia-

tions of different elements tend to be correlated in gradual events and uncorrelated

in impulsive events, as we will discuss later.

We might prefer to compare 3He/aHe in the two classes of events. 3He/4He ~ 1

is typical in impulsive events, but 3He/4He<l% in gradual events is difficult to

measure and not available for a large sample of events. There are substantial

fluctuations of 3He/_He in the solar wind but values rarely exceed 1% (Coplan et

al. 1984; Bodmer et al. 1995). Recent work (Zurbuchen et al. 1998) suggests that

resonant wave-particle mechanisms operate in the corona to enhance 3He/4He in

the solar wind, much as they do in impulsive SEP events, but to a much smaller

extent. In addition, one might expect acceleration-dependent variations in gradual



events by factors as large as -5 arising from the different charge-to-mass ratio,

Q/A, of the isotopes. Therefore, it is prudent to take "3He-rich" to mean

3He/4He>10% if we wish to use this ratio alone to distinguish the physical mecha-

nism that take place in impulsive solar flares.

Ionization-state measurements for energetic Fe in gradual and impulsive

events are summarized in Table 2.1. The measurements in gradual events cover a

broad range of energies and involve several different measurement techniques.

These ions did not come from flare-heated plasma. Above -20 MeV amu 1 Fe

would be rapidly stripped of additional electrons if it were accelerated in the dense

(-101° cm 3) regions of the low corona where flares occur. The most energetic

ions must be accelerated from material at low temperature and density corre-

sponding to -2 MK corona above -2 solar radii. Plotting the source injection in-

tensity vs. CME height for protons accelerated to energies up to 21 GeV, Kahler

(1994) concluded that maximum acceleration occurs when the shock is above 5

solar radii. This conclusion is in agreement with the requirements imposed by the

ionization-state measurements of the energetic Fe.

Table 2.1. Mean Ionization States of Energetic Fe in SEP Events

Large Gradual Events

MeV amu -t Qfe Events Reference

0.3 - 2 14.1_+0.2 12 Luhn et al. 1987

0.5 - 5 11.0-k0.2 2 Mason et al. 1995

15 - 70 15.2_+0.7 2 Leske et al. 1995

200 - 600 14.1+1.4 3 Tylka et al. 1995

Impulsive-Flare (3He-rich) Events

0.3 - 2 20.5+1.2 -26 Luhn et al. 1987

To understand the distribution of ionization states of the energetic particles in

gradual events we must first examine the ionization states of ions from various

regions of the corona and the solar wind (e.g. Feldman et al. 1981). As coronal

material expands to form the solar wind, it cools, and electrons may be captured to

reduce average ionization states until the plasma becomes collisionless. Since

electron capture and loss cross sections vary with species, the "freezing-in" tem-

perature actually depends upon the element and ionization state, and the process

occurs throughout a region from -1.5 to 5 solar radii (e.g. Hundhausen, Gilbert,

and Bame 1968). A recent study (Hefti et al. 1998) found a complex distribution

of Fe ions ranging from Fe ÷3 to Fe ÷16inside an expanding CME. As the plasma



expandedfromacoronaltemperatureof -3 MK, Fe ÷16 ions, with a stable shell of

l0 electrons, froze early while ions in lower charge states continued to evolve.

There have been recent reports of events with energy dependence in the ioni-

zation states of Fe for the large events of 1992 November 2 (Oetlicker et al. 1997)

and 1997 November 6 (Mazur et al. 1999; Mrbius et al. 1999). Qr_ varies from

-11 to 16 over the range from 0.2 to 70 MeV alnu 1, with most of the increase

coming near 1 MeV amu _ in the November 6 event. This may suggest that ions at

higher energies are sampled from the corona close to the Sun while those at lower

energies continue to be sampled farther out into the solar wind. There is good

evidence that the low-energy part of the spectrum derives directly from the solar

wind near shocks (e.g. Gosling et al. 1981). Alternatively, energetic particles that

spend -1 day trapped behind a shock sampling the densities at several solar radii

might tend to come to the equilibrium charge state appropriate for their velocity

through the material. Fe ions of 0.1 - 1 MeV amu _ would pick up electrons and

come to an equilibrium charge like that of the solar-wind Fe while Fe above l0

MeV amu 1 might be further ionized. Each of the events with energy-dependent

ionization states is the second in a series of events so it is difficult to determine

when and where the particles were accelerated in these cases.

Boberg, Tylka, and Adams (1996) noted that the ionization states of the SEPs

are similar to those of the solar wind found in the sheath region ahead of the CME,

somewhat higher than elsewhere in the solar wind. Perhaps the shock preferen-

tially accelerates hotter plasma from coronal active regions nearer the base of each

flux tube near the Sun where the shock is likely to be the strongest.

A complete discussion of the relationship between flares and CMEs is beyond

the scope of this paper (see e.g. Kahler 1992; Webb 1995). However, we must

distinguish these sources to understand SEP events. Circulation of plasma in and

below the photosphere causes distortion and tangling of the coronal fields. Mag-

netic energy released from the reconnection of these fields probably powers flares

and triggers the release of CMEs. In flares, this energy and the accelerated parti-

cles are largely contained by magnetic loops, resulting in hot plasma that cools by

radiative emission. In CMEs, energy appears as kinetic energy of the CME; 1016

grams ejected at 1000 km/s in a moderately large event account for -10 32 ergs (e.g.

Webb and Howard 1994). It is clear that flares and CMEs can occur separately.

In fact, most flares are not accompanied by a CME. The confusion occurs for the

largest events where flares and CMEs occur together. Kahler (1982) coined the

term "big-flare syndrome." In big events, there is a major reorganization of coro-

nal fields leading to many different phenomena in great profusion. However, the

mere fact that two phenomena occur together in many big events does not neces-

sarily mean that they are causally related.

It was once accepted that two types of shocks could be formed in solar events.

Coronal shocks were short-lived blast-wave shocks induced by flares and confined

to the solar corona while interplanetary shocks were driven by CMEs. A gap in

the radio data from -2 to 20 MHz separated the ground-based metric measure-
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mentsof coronalshocksfromthespace-bornekilometricmeasurementsof inter-
planetaryshocks.Whileshocksarecommonin theheliosphereandrelativelyeasy
to form,wesuspectthatthishistoricaldivisionisyetanotherholdoverof theflare
myth. Cliver,Webb,andHoward(1999)recentlyfoundthatonly5%of the2500
hardX-rayflarestheystudiedhadassociatedmetrictypeII bursts.Of the largest
360of theseflares,only24%hadcoronalshocks,yet65%of theeventswithmet-
ric typeII burstswereobservedto haveassociatedCMEs. Unlessthereis new
evidenceto thecontrary,wemustassumethatthecoronalshockis just anearly
phaseof theCME-driveninterplanetaryshockin mostcases.In fact,we thinkit
likely thatall shocksandshock-likephenomenain thecorona,suchasMoreton
waves(AthayandMoreton1961;seerecentobservationsof thesewavesin the
EUVby Thompson1999)areaconsequenceof theeruptionof aCME. Gradual
SEPeventsareclearlycorrelatedwithCMEs,notwith flares(Kahleret al. 1978,

1984, 1987a). If flare-associated shocks did exist, one might expect the energetic

particles from them to have intensity-time profiles like those from an impulsive

flare because of the short acceleration time. However, all events with such pro-

files have the abundance enhancements of 3He-rich events; large 3He enhance-

ments cannot be produced by a shock, although Fe-enhancements can.

Our purpose in distinguishing gradual and impulsive SEP events is to permit

separate study of the two physical mechanisms of particle acceleration involved.

Of course, there are also "hybrid" cases where both mechanisms appear to con-

tribute (Reames 1990a; Cliver 1996). In these events, one mechanism operates in

the flare while the other operates independently at the CME-driven shock. How-

ever, one population or the other seems to dominate in a surprisingly large fraction

of the events, and we shall see that the presence of Fe enhancements early in an

event need not indicate a flare-associated component. The best evidence of a

gradual (impulsive) event is the presence (absence) of a fast CME. It is probably

less important to categorize every event than to collect sufficiently large samples

of relatively "pure" events to study the acceleration physics of each mechanism.

Understanding each individual mechanism is sufficiently challenging by itself that

we can safely postpone our concern about those few ambiguous events that occur

in complex conditions and are difficult to categorize.

3 Gradual SEP Events

Kahler et al. (1986, 1987a) found a high correlation between SEP events and

CMEs. However, that correlation alone does not tell us that SEP acceleration oc-

curs at the CME-driven shock and not at the reconnection region behind the CME,

for example. Often, of course, particle intensities peak at the time of shock pas-

sage, even at energies of -500 MeV, as we shall see. However, a more interesting

case is provided by the large CME of 1997 January 6-10. A halo CME was

launched from the Sun on January 6 near central meridian. The CME with an ex-

tremely well-defined magnetic cloud reached Earth on January 10 causing a severe

11



geomagneticstorm(seee.g. Fox, Peredo, and Thompson 1998; Goodrich et al.

1998) that was even reported in the popular press in major cities. However, no

interplanetary protons of 1 MeV or above were observed. The shock transit speed

of 385-490 km/s (Webb et al. 1998) barely exceeded the speed of the ambient so-

lar wind. Only when shock transit speeds exceed 500 km/s do SEP events become

likely, while speeds >750 km/s always produce SEP events (Reames, Kahler, and

Ng 1997). Only the fastest -1-2% of CMEs cause particle acceleration. Large

slow CMEs and magnetic clouds, even with the likelihood of substantial magnetic

reconnection at the Sun, do not produce SEPs. Fast CME-driven shocks do.

3.1 SHOCK ACCELERATION AND TRANSPORT

Particle acceleration by collisionless shock waves has been the subject of con-

siderable theoretical interest for many years (see reviews by Jones and Ellison

1991; Lee 1997). However, there are only three available sites for in situ obser-

vations of both shocks and accelerated particles: the planetary bow shocks, CIRs,

and interplanetary traveling shocks. With speeds up to 2000 km/s, interplanetary

traveling shocks can be the most effective and energetic of the three, sometimes

accelerating particles to GeV energies. All of the interplanetary traveling shocks

that are capable of producing type II radio bursts and accelerating particles of in-

terest appear to be produced by CMEs (Cane, Sheeley and Howard 1987). Near

the Sun, CME and shock speeds sometimes can reach -2000 km/s (Sheeley et al.

1985; Kahler 1994) although speeds may decline as much as a factor of 2 by the

time the shock reaches 1 AU. Shock compression ratios, r=-u_/u2, the ratio of the

upstream and downstream plasma speeds in the shock rest frame, vary from about

1.4 to 3.9 (e.g. Sheeley et al. 1985). In the standard equilibrium shock-

acceleration theory the power-law spectral index, -fl, of momentum in the acceler-

ated-particle distribution function is given by fl=3r/(r-1). Nonrelativistically, this

results in a differential intensity spectrum vs. energy with a spectral index of -

(r+l)/2(r-1) (Jones and Ellison 1991).

Particles are accelerated when they are scattered back and forth across the

shock by magnetic turbulence in the upstream and downstream region. When the

magnetic field is quasi-parallel to the shock normal, particles gain an increment of

velocity from the converging flow of scattering centers each time they traverse the

shock. When the magnetic field is quasi-perpendicular to the shock normal, parti-

cles can gain energy by drifting in the Vsho_kXB electric field at the shock (e.g.

Decker and Vlahos 1986; see discussion in Jones and Ellison 1991). This can in-

crease the maximum attainable energy and decrease the acceleration time (Jokipii

1987). However, multiple traversals are still required for acceleration to MeV

energies. Clearly, a requirement for acceleration is that particles scattered in the

downstream region should be able to overtake and re-cross the shock. This places

a limit on the minimum speed of particle injection, which depends upon the rela-
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tive speedsof theparticleandtheshockparallelto themagneticfield. To avoid
thecomplexitiesof pitch-anglescatteringmosttheoristschooseto injectan iso-
tropic "seed-population"of particleswith speedsmuchgreaterthan the shock
speed.However,thisseedpopulationis notrequiredby thephysics;shockscan
anddoaccelerateparticlesdirectlyfromthetail of thethermaldistributionof the
localplasma(e.g.Goslinget al. 1981; Jones and Ellison 1991). Of course, shocks

will also accelerate particles from any other superthermal populations that happen

to be present. For interplanetary shocks, different parts of the shock surface en-

counter a given magnetic flux tube at different times, first in the corona and con-

tinuing far out into interplanetary space. Particles accelerated early in this process

can effectively serve as the seed population for later times.

For weak shocks or at early times, the ambient magnetic turbulence must suf-

fice for particle scattering. This limits the accelerated proton spectrum to energies

below about an MeV. However, as the shock strengthens and particle intensities

increase, wave generation or amplification by accelerated particles streaming away

from the shock can become adequate to increase the scattering and, hence, the ac-

celeration rate. Wave amplification is a well-known process in plasma physics

(Stix 1962; Melrose 1980). In quasi-linear theory, particles of magnetic rigidity P

resonate with Alfvrn waves of wave number k so that k=B/p.P, where B is the

magnetic field strength and # is the cosine of the particle pitch angle. In general.

particle energy can be transferred to waves or absorbed from them in a nonlinear

and time-dependent way. Self-excited waves are an essential feature of shock ac-

celeration that allows rapid particle acceleration to high energies. However,

waves generated as particles stream outward can be absorbed if those particles

subsequently scatter and stream inward.

When intensities of resonant waves become large, scattering limits the inten-

sities of particles that can stream away. Evidence of streaming-limited particle

intensities early in large SEP events was first observed by Reames (1990a) as

shown by the superposition of intensity-time profiles shown in Figure 3.1. Early

in the events, when the shock is near the Sun, proton intensities at a few MeV can

not rise above -200 (cm 2 sr s MeV) -j at Earth. Of course, intensities can rise

much higher in the peaks that occur near the time of shock passage when we ob-

serve particles trapped near the shock by the waves. Ng and Reames (1994) did

extensive numerical modeling of the time-dependent radial transport of the parti-

cles and the amplification and damping of waves, confirming the observed limit.

Reames and Ng (1998) performed a more complete statistical comparison of the

theory with large SEP events during the last two solar cycles and examined the

radial gradient and energy dependence of the streaming limit. In very large events

with strong shocks, protons up to -500 MeV can have flat intensity-time profiles

with intensity peaks at the shock, as shown in Figure 3.2. The profiles of 100-500

MeV protons in Figure 3.2 look quite similar to the profiles of 3-6 MeV protons

shown in Figure 3.1. For historical reasons, the intensity peaks near the shock are

referred to as "energetic storm particle" (ESP) events in the literature.
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Strong shocks that

continue to accelerate 500

MeV protons out to I AU,

as shown in Figure 3.2, are

rare. In fact, the 1989

October event was the

largest of that solar cycle.

However, it is important to

note that when shocks are

sufficiently strong, 500

MeV protons can behave

just as 5 MeV protons do

in the numerous small

events that we study so

often. If we can under-

stand the behavior of 5

MeV protons in the com-

mon events, we have hope

of predicting the behavior

of the 500 MeV protons in

the rare large events.

The particles seen in

an ESP event are trapped

near the shock by self-

generated waves. The first

self-consistent theory of

shock acceleration that

included waves was that of

Bell (1978) based upon

earlier ideas of cosmic-ray

containment within the

Galaxy by self-generated

waves (see Wenzel 1974).

Lee (1983) applied this

quasi-linear theory (QLT)

to interplanetary shocks in

the presence of a wave-

intensity background. He

found the equilibrium dis-

tribution and the spectra of

both particles and waves

and their spatial distribu-

tion as a function of dis-
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Fig. 3.1. Superposed intensity-time profiles for 6 events
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tance from the shock, i. e., he described the structure of an ESP event. However,

the solution was obtained for a planar shock in a uniform magnetic field, so effects

of a radially diverging magnetic geometry were not included. In Lee's theory, the

spectral index of generated waves at the shock depends upon the proton spectral

index and hence upon the compression ratio r. For modest shocks with r=2, this

wave spectrum is flat, i.e., independent of k. Thus, it exceeds the background

spectrum, usually taken to be a Kolmogorov spectrum of index -5/3, at high k.

This predicted relationship between particle and wave spectra at shocks has been

confirmed experimentally (Vifias, Goldstein, and Acufia 1984; Kennel et al. 1986;

Tsurutani and Gonzalez 1987; Tan et al. 1989).

In the limit of low background wave intensity, i. e. the Bell limit of Lee the-

ory, the distribution function _(p,z) for particles of species s, momentum p, and

rigidity P=pc/Qe, at a distance z from the shock is given by

A

f., (p,z)-- f.,. (P,0)/1-_r a. (P)fH(P,O)V zl--d (3.1)
K. te_ Jk

The species subscript, s=H for protons.

This can be considered as the spectrum at the shock at z--0 times a modulation

factor that depends on rigidity, P, since protons of the same rigidity as the parti-

cles of interest generate the waves. The spectrum at the shock is given by

N,. ( p I -¢ (3.2)
L (p,0)=/3 --

4lWpo,. _ P,,.,")

where Ns particles cm 2 s1 of species s are injected at momentum Po._,and V is the

shock speed relative to the upstream plasma. The quantities aH and K, param-

eterize wave growth and particle scattering, respectively, in Lee (1983) theory.

They may be combined into a scale-height factor zn=Kn[aH fn(P,O)V] j that also

has a power law dependence on rigidity given by

zH(p)=(J3-2)mncf_ n V (___P / _-3 (3.3)

6re 2 e 2 NH V A _ Poll )

The spectrum of protons a distance z from the shock has the form of a "bro-

ken" power law, as shown in Figure 3.3. When the intensity at the shock is in-

creased, as shown in Figure 3.3, the observed intensity at z remains constant at low

energy. No more low-energy protons can escape; they are trapped near the shock

by resonant waves. This is the equivalent of the "streaming limit" for Lee theory.

However, the modulation factor in this theory is raised to the A/Q power for other

species. This creates a suppression of the low-energy spectra that is much stronger

for particles with high A/Q than for protons. We will see that this strong A/Q de-

pendence is not observed. Of course, it should not be surprising that an equilib-
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Fig. 3.3. Spectrum at a distance from a shock shows a "'broken" power-law form compared

with the power law form at the shock, according to Lee theory. When the intensity at the shock

increases, the intensity observed at low energy remains fixed.

rium theory in a rectilinear geometry does not fully explain the dynamic evolution

that must occur in the acceleration at an interplanetary shock. However, Lee the-

ory is the only theory available that specifically considers shock acceleration of

ions in the presence of self-generated waves.

Lee (1983) also estimated the maximum energy of accelerated particles.

Ironically, however, in this classic paper on wave growth, he considers only back-

ground turbulence in this estimate and obtains a very low value (however, see Lee

1997). The phenomenon of resonance broadening, an extension to QLT caused by

low-frequency intensity fluctuations in B, can cause waves generated by low-

energy protons to scatter protons of higher energy more efficiently (Ng and

Reames 1995). This allows efficient trapping near the shock to propagate to

higher energies than otherwise possible. This process, which was studied to un-

derstand particle scattering near/2=0, has not yet been quantitatively applied to

shock acceleration.

Lee theory includes neither a diverging magnetic field nor a finite time scale,

so it describes an "ESP" profile of infinite extent. At some distance from the

shock, intensities of protons of a given energy will fall to a level where they are

unable to generate enough waves to disrupt the streaming in the time available.

From this point outward, particles can stream freely away, scattered only by the

background waves.

The flat intensity-time profiles, like those in Figures 3. ! and 3.2, are the mark

of constant acceleration of particles of that energy. Suppose a shock accelerates a
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constantfractionof theparticlesfrom theseedpopulationto a givenenergy. If
boththeseedpopulationandtheenergeticionshavethesameradialdivergenceas
afunctionof distanceR, then an observer at 1 AU will see a constant intensity. It

would not matter whether a) the acceleration occurred near the Sun and the ener-

getic particles diverged radially or b) the seed particles diverged radially and were

then accelerated locally. However, the maximum value of this plateau intensity is

determined by the streaming limit. When a shock weakens appreciably with time

or the observer is magnetically connected to a weaker part of the shock, intensities
decrease with time.

3.2 LONGITUDE STRUCTURE

The spiral pattern of the interplanetary field (Parker 1963) causes an asymme-

try in the intensity-time profiles of SEP events from eastern and western longi-

tudes on the Sun. These longitude-dependent profiles were first systematically

documented by Cane, Reames, and yon Rosenvinge (1988) who studied profiles of

235 proton events with intensities above 10.2 (cm 2 sr s MeV) _ accumulated over

-20 years. When these events were organized by solar longitude, typical profiles

behaved as shown in Figure 3.4 relative to the expanding shock (Reames 1995b,
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Fig. 3.4 Typical intensity-time profiles are shown for 3 events viewed from different solar lon-

gitudes reJalive to t.he CME and shock.
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1997).Of course,CMEsandtheshocksurfacecanbeirregularin shape.How-
ever,weassumethatthestrongestaccelerationoccursnearthecentral"nose"of
theshock,wheretheshockis strongestandthespeedis likely to behighest,and
declinesaroundontheflanks.

Ontheeasternflankof theshock,anobserverseesaCMEeruptfromwestern
solarlongitudes,like thesampleeventshownatW53in Figure3.4. Theobserver
waswell connectedto thenoseof theshockearly,whentheshockwasnearthe
Sun,butwhenthisshockreaches1AU heis530aroundfromthenoseon theeast-
ern flankof the shock. Thus,hemovesontoflux tubesthatconnecthim to a
weakerandweakersource,asafunctionof time,andintensitiesdecline.Thisde-
creasesimplyresultsfromthemagneticgeometryevenif thespeedandcompres-
sionratioatall partsof theshockremainconstantwith time. An observer'smag-
neticconnectionpointtotheshocksurfaceswingseastwardwith time.

Thecentrallylocatedobserver(E01in Figure3.4)mayseea slowinitial rise
sinceheis connectedto thewesternflankof theshockearlyin theevent. How-
ever,for aCMEwithwidelongitudeextent,hewill seetheflat timeprofile that
correspondsto nearlyconstantacceleration.Justbehindthe shock,intensities
dropbyanorderof magnitudeormoreastheobservercrossesintotheCMEitself
wheremanyof thefieldlinesmaystill havebothlegsconnectedtotheSun.

Thefinal intensity-timeprofilein Figure3.4is for anobserveronthewestern
flankof theshock.Heseesa sourcelongitudeof E45in theexample.Here,in-
tensitiesmaybeginto riseslightlyasthe shockencountersthebaseof his field
line in thecorona,fararoundtothewestof thesource.Intensitiesincreaseashis
connectionpointswingseastwardtowardthenoseof theshock. However,peak
intensitiesonlyoccuraftertheobserverpassesthroughtheshock,45° to thewest
of thenose,andhe finallyarriveson field linesthatconnecthim to theintense
noseof theshockfrom behind.

In the foregoing, we have examined multiple events from a single spacecraft.

However, in some cases it is possible to observe a single event from multiple

spacecraft spaced around it at different heliolongitudes. Such an example is

shown in Fignre 3.5; the spacecraft locations are shown in the inset (Reames,

Kahler, and Ng 1997). The nose of the CME (shown as E58 in the inset) passes

slightly to the west of Helios 1. Thus, that spacecraft sees the flat time profile

with a peak at the shock as we would expect for an event near central meridian.

Helios 2 and IMP 8, farther to the west, see an increasingly slow rise. Since inten-

sities at both spacecraft peak after shock passage, we would infer that this CME

has a relatively narrow longitude span. That is, the shock is not very strong at the

longitudes where these spacecraft cross it. In other events, the shock itself is seen
to extend as much as 110 ° around from the nose of the shock at 1 AU. This and

other examples of detailed multi-spacecraft observations of events can be found in

Reames, Barbier, and Ng (1996) and Reames, Kahler, and Ng (1997).

Attempts have been made to model the spatial evolution of a shock and the

SEP event produced by it (e.g. Heras et al. 1994, 1995). These models involve
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Fig. 3.5 Multi-spacecraft examination of the intensity-time profiles viewed from 3 longitudes

with the spacecraft configuration indicated by the inset. Spectra at the times indicated at A and

B are shown in the lower panels. Spatial invariance of the spectra seen at B contrasts with the

diverse spectra seen at A.

calculations of the space-time evolution of the shock itself and calculations of the

transport of the energetic particles from the connection point to the observer

through ambient interplanetary turbulence. Using the observed intensities, one

can then infer the accelerated particle intensities at the shock.

Far out in the heliosphere, CMEs and shocks from different events merge, as

faster events overtake slower ones, to form merged interaction regions (Burlaga et

al. 1984, 1985). At 30-50 AU, there is evidence that these shocks begin to accel-

erate interstellar pickup ions (see Section 6.) such as O ÷, since C/O decreases to

values of-0.2 (Maclennan et al. 1996). Inside -5 AU, C/O = 0.5 at these shocks.
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3.3 INVARIANTSPECTRA

Figure3.5alsoshowsaphenomenondescribedbyMcKibben(1972)longago.
Latein theselargeSEPevents,nearlyidenticalintensitiesarefrequentlyseenat
spacecraftseparatedwidelyin longitude.For theeventshownin Figure3.5,the
intensitiesall join onMarch5, withina factorof -2. By thattimetheshockhas
expandedbeyondthespacecraftto adistanceof perhaps~2AU. Theseintensities
thendeclinegraduallyfor atimeof severaldayswithane-foldingtimescalethat
rangesfrom 8-30 hoursin differentevents(Reames,Kahler,and Ng 1997).
Reames,Barbier,andNg(1996)discussedthisdecayin termsof trappingof parti-
clesin CME loopsor quasi-trappingof particlesbehindtheshock. In the latter
case,particlesarestronglyscatteredat theshockandmirror in theconverging
fieldsneartheSun. In thisenvironment,particleintensitiesslowlydeclineasthe
"bottle" in whichtheyaretrappedexpands.Sincetheparticlesdoworkon the
expandingbottle, they lose energy. This adiabaticdecelerationpreservesthe
shapeof theparticlespectra.Timescalesfor thisprocesscanbeestimatedtheo-
retically(Reames,Barbier,andNg 1996)andarein agreementwiththosethatare
observed(Reames,Kahler,andNg 1996).

Figure3.5contraststheevolving,spatiallydiverse,energyspectraearlyin the
eventwith theinvariantspectralatein theevent.In thisevent,thesameinvariant
spectraareseenovera longitudeintervalof about60°;in othercasesthisinterval
extendsto 160°ormore(Reames,Kahler,andNg1997).

If wewishto examinetheinvarianceof thespectralshapeat a singlespace-
craftasafunctionof time,wecannormalizetheintensitiesof particlesof different
energiesat a singletime,asin Figure3.6(Reameset al. 1997). If all the intensi-

ties continue to track each other as time progresses, then the invariant spectral

shape has been maintained. Using this technique, we can study the invariance

independently of the actual spectral shape. In Figure 3.6, He ions from 30 keV

amu _ to 6 MeV amu _ maintain an invariant spectrum for an interval of almost 3

days. With the exception of a short period near shock passage, the intensities all

track, following each bump and wiggle of the time profile. For this W55 event,

we are on the eastern flank of the shock, which is quite weak in this local region.

Many other examples of this representation of spectral invariance are shown by

Reames, Kahler, and Ng (1996).

However beautifully the event in Figure 3.6 displays spectral invariance, it

does not fit the explanation we have given for the phenomenon. Here, the invari-

ance begins well ahead of the shock. These particles cannot be trapped in bottles

formed by the shock or by closed loops behind it. In this case and several others

like it, the bottle seems to have been ejected by the Sun prior to onset of the shock

that accelerated the particles. However, as we consider this possibility further, it

does not seem so surprising. The Sun ejects 2.5 CMEs/day at solar maximum

(Webb and Howard 1994). If we consider one steradian as a characteristic size,

this rate is -0.2 CMEs/day in one steradian. Now, most of these CMEs are ejected
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Fig. 3.6. Intensity-time profiles of He at different energies are normalized at one point after

shock passage in this W55 event. The spectrum is invariant in shape for all times that the same

normalization is maintained.

at speeds near that of the solar wind; -98% of them do not form shocks that are

fast enough to accelerate SEPs. However, they do carry "closed" magnetic flux

ropes or loops into space, where "closed" means that both footpoints of the loops

go directly back to intercept the Sun. These loops may slowly reconnect with

open field lines by some mechanism (e.g. McComas et al. 1994; Gosling, Birn,

and Hesse 1995), but CMEs and closed magnetic flux ropes are often still ob-

served out to -5 AU (e.g. Gosling et al. 1995a; Osherovich and Burlaga, 1997).

Therefore, near solar maximum, we might expect partially closed loop systems

from old CMEs to be spaced at intervals of about 1 AU as we move radially out

through a steradian of solid angle. With the corresponding numbers for solar

minimum, old loops will be spaced every -10 AU in radius. An injection of parti-

cles from a new fast CME-driven shock near the Sun will fill these old CME loops

with particles when the lowest-energy particles have had time to fully explore the

extent of the loop. Typically on a time scale of about 1-2 days. For a western

source, as our connection point swings to the weak flank of the shock, we may

encounter an old loop and see invariant spectra well before the shock arrives. For

this weak region of the shock, effects of acceleration are minimal and particle

evolution is controlled by expansion of the bottle and by leakage from it.

Spectral invariance is seen in many events (Reames, Kahler, and Ng 1997).

We can determine the spatial extent of the invariant region by estimating the loca-
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tionof thespacecraftwith respecttotheCMEandshockatthetimeinvarianceis
seen.We find that invariantspectraareseenin a regionwheremagneticfield
lineseitherconnectto theeasternflankof theshockor arecontainedinsidethe
magneticcloudor theCME. Thisisroughlyto theleft of thedarkenedfield line
in Figure3.7. Of course,theexistenceof invariantspectrain theregionaheadof
theshockwill dependuponthepresenceof loopsfromold CMEsin thisregion.
In general,theeasternflankof theshockisabenign,slowlyevolvingregionwhere
thequasi-parallelshock("ESP"event)movesoutwardinaself-similarpattern.In
contrast,on the westernflank, strongerand strongerregionsof the quasi-
perpendicularshock("shockspike")overtakea givenflux tubeto producerapid
changeandlargespatialgradients.

3.4 DEFININGTHEEJECTA

It is oftennot possibleto makea one-for-oneassociationbetweenCMEs
leavingtheSunandejectaarrivingnearEarth. Magneticclouds(ZhangandBur-
laga1988)andtheir force-freeflux-ropetopologycanbeidentifiedwith ejected
coronalfields,buttheyareclearlyobservedinonlyafewevents.Electronsof 100
eV to 1keVstreamingoutfromthehottail of thecoronalthermaldistributionbe-
comebidirectionalif bothendsof afieldline interceptthecorona(e.g.Goslinget

CME
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Streaming- _mited Inten._tes <i

Fig. 3.7. A map is shown of the location of various SEP populations and phenomena with re-

spect to the CME and shock. The observation of these phenomena at a particular energy will

depend upon the width and speed of the CME, the strength of the shock, and the path of the

spacecraft through the expanding structure.
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al. 1987). These bidirectional electrons are a diagnostic of closed magnetic loops,

but these electrons sometimes come from other sources. The presence of cool

plasma or unusual abundances or charge states can also signal CME ejecta. How-

ever, these measures do not always agree and no single parameter gives an unam-

biguous identification.

Energetic ions can also help to outline the ejecta or map the field lines in it.

Bidirectionally streaming protons near -10 MeV have been observed for many

years (e.g. Rao, McCracken, and Bukata 1967; Palmer, Allum, and Singer 1978).

More recently, large numbers of bidirectional events have been identified and

compared with other observational signatures of interplanetary CMEs (Marsden et

al. 1987; Richardson and Reames 1993). Unlike the superthermal electrons, these

ions are not emitted in the corona and the abundances and spectra indicate that

they leak into the CME from the shock-accelerated population outside. Ion inten-

sities inside the CMEs are typically 1-10% as large as those outside. Partial re-

connection of the internal fields to those that thread the shock (e.g. McComas et

al.. 1994; Gosling, Birn and Hesse 1995) may explain the presence of the ions in-

side. The bidirectionality may be a direct consequence of the field geometry. If a

magnetic flux tube is pinched together near the ends and bows out in the middle,

particles injected near one end will be focused where the field expands. They will

then mirror at the other end only to be focused to stream in the opposite direction

as they re-cross the middle.

At times, when an observer is inside a CME, there can be new particles in-

jected onto those field lines from impulsive flares or new gradual events at the

Sun. Such observations were used by Kahler and Reames (1991) to confirm that

at least one end of the field lines in CMEs at 1 AU was still connected to the Sun;

CMEs were not detached plasmoids. Larson et al. (1997) used the streaming

electrons of 1-100 keV that produce type llI radio bursts to determine field topol-

ogy inside a CME. In general, they were able to use the velocity dispersion to de-

termine field-line lengths from 1.2 to 3 AU, compatible with the expectations of a

helical flux-rope model. However, in detail, neighboring field regions showed a

complex pattern of field lines that are connected and disconnected to the source at

the Sun, perhaps as suggested by Gosling, Birn and Hesse (1995; see also Kahler

1997).

High-energy particles, such as galactic cosmic rays (GCRs), also probe CMEs

since they are partially excluded by the closed field structure. Actually, the study

of these "Forbush decreases" in GCR intensities led Forbush (1946) to observe the

associated increases from SEPs. Richardson (1997) has reviewed recent work on

these decreases that can occur both at the shock and within the CME. Cane,

Richardson, and von Rosenvinge (1996) have compiled an extensive list of de-

creases and used it to study the mean longitude extent of CME ejecta.
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3.5 ABUNDANCEVARIATIONS

Abundancesof theelementsCthroughSi in anSEPeventwerefirstmeasured
onsoundingrocketsin thelarge1960September3 SEPeventby FichtelandGuss
(1961). Thesemeasurementswereextendedto elementsup throughFeasother
eventswere observedusingthe sametechniquesduring the 1960s(Bertsch,
Fichtel,andReames1969). Measurementson spacecraftimprovedduring the
nextdecadesandthereviewbyMeyer(1985a)showedthatSEPabundancesdif-
feredfromthosein thephotospherefor tworeasons:1)Therewereevent-to-event
variationsthatbecamelargerfor heavierions.Meyershowedthatthesevariations
werestronglycorrelatedwith thecharge-to-massratio,Q/A, of the ions. 2) The

underlying averaged abundances showed a step-like dependence on the first ioni-

zation potential (FIP) of the ion. Since the ions became highly ionized at coronal

temperatures prior to acceleration, Meyer recognized that the FIP-dependence

must be a property of coronal abundances, not of the acceleration. An ion-neutral

fracfionation must occur during transport of material from the cool photosphere,

where high-FIP elements are neutral, to the hot corona (see Section 9). He found

that the determination of coronal abundances from SEPs agreed with other tech-

niques and greatly extended the number of elements measured.

To measure element abundances, we compare elements at the same velocity or

energy/nucleon because, to first order, this comparison has been shown to repro-

duce the abundances of the source plasma. SEP abundances have significant ad-

vantages in comparison with other sources of information on coronal abundances.

Surprisingly, perhaps, they provide abundances for the largest sample of elements

available (Reames 1995a, 1998). Atomic line spectra provide abundances on a

limited sample of coronal elements that are ionized to states that emit lines in a

given spectral region (e.g. McKenzie and Feldman 1992; Schmelz 1993; Meyer

1996). Such measurements are extremely sensitive to temperature variations along

the observer's line-of-sight through the corona. Ionization states and line emission

intensities change dramatically with temperature. Gamma-ray lines, produced by

nuclear reactions in flares are highly insensitive to temperature and are beginning

to produce useful samples of abundances (Ramaty, Mandzhavidze, and Kozlovsky

1996; Ramaty et al. 1996; Share and Murphy 1995). The high- and low-speed

solar wind also provides a measure of coronal abundances for a growing sample of

elements (e.g. Geiss, Gloeckler, and von Steiger 1995).

3.5.1 Event-Averaged Abundances

The FIP dependence of abundances and their variations from event to event

have been described at length in recent reviews (Reames 1995a; 1998) so the de-

tails will not be presented here. The underlying FIP dependence of SEP abun-

dances will be considered together with that of other particle populations in Sec-
tion 9.
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Followingtheworkof Meyer(1985a),BrennemanandStone(1985)plotted
abundanceenhancementsof theelementsfromC throughNi vs. Q/A for 10 SEP

events and actually fit this dependence as a power law. They also determined the

average abundances for a large number of elements. However, since they used

photospheric abundances with an error in the Fe abundance, they concluded that a

systematic correction was necessary to map the averaged SEP abundances to coro-

nal abundances. Using recent photospheric abundances (Grevesse, Nods, and

Sauval 1996) it seems that average SEP abundances in the MeV region require no

such correction. Furthermore, while the event-averaged abundances of C through

Ni do correlate well with Q/A, the abundances of H and He do not (Reames 1995a,

1998). The generality of empirical power-law fits to enhancement vs. Q/A seems

limited. Figure 3.8 shows abundances, relative to coronal, vs. Q/A for many ele-

ments, including H and He, in several events. The events shown in the figure were

chosen because ionization states Q were measured for each element during each of

these events by Luhn et al. (1985). However, power-law behavior will not be re-

stored to the events in Figure 3.8 by small changes in Q, and the Q/A value for H

is immutable.

All of the abundance measurements we have considered above were obtained

by comparing ions of the same velocity or energy/nucleon near 5 MeV amu _.

However, SEP abundances are known to vary with energy. At a different energy,

one can expect to find a different dependence on Q/A. Mazur et al. (1992) studied

the energy dependence of abundances and found that the abundances approached

coronal values with minimal event-to-event variation at low energies near -1 MeV
-1

amu . At high energies >10 MeV amu 1 they showed an increasing divergence.

At energies above ~100 MeV amu 1 a new domain of variations may begin and

Fe/O ratios seem to increase in several of the largest events observed during the

last -20 years (Tylka, Dietrich, and Boberg 1997). We will consider these high-

energy abundances further in Section 3.6.

Isotopic abundance measurements (Williams et al. 1998) provide additional

species for the study of Q/A-dependent effects. In this case, it is likely that iso-

topes of a given element have the same Q, so the differences in Q/A, though small,

are well defined even in the absence of charge measurements. It is important to

realize that 3He/4He is also affected by Q/A-dependent acceleration. We should

not mistake the modest enhancements in 3He/4He in gradual events as evidence of

material from impulsive flares. If the acceleration source is not independently

known, only values of 3He/*He>0.1 provide convincing evidence of resonant proc-

esses in impulsive flares.

Recently, Cohen et al. (1999) have attempted to determine Q for Fe by as-

suming that the enhancements of all species fit a single power law, a behavior that

is not at all obvious from the data in Figure 3.8. We will see in the next section

that the abundance variations actually result from rigidity-dependent suppression

of the spectra of particles escaping the shock. There is no reason to believe that a

power law should describe the complex behavior shown in Figure 3.8.
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Plotsof abundancevariationsasa functionof Q/A are rather phenomenologi-

cal and are of limited value in understanding the underlying physics. In addition,

event-averaged data can only hint at the complex dynamic behavior of an evolving

CME-driven shock. To progress we must examine variations with time.

3.5.2 Time Variations

A new generation of larger-geometry instruments launched on the Wind and

ACE spacecraft in the last few years has allowed us to measure the time variations

of abundances within an event with greatly increased detail. The number and va-

riety of these events is increasing with the new solar cycle. All elements from H

through Fe have been observed to participate in these variations.

Figure 3.9 shows the remarkable systematic variations of abundances during

the event of 1998 April 20 (Tylka, Reames, and Ng 1999). With the exception of

H/He, the abundance variations are actually correlated with the Q/A of the ions at

each step in time. Although they have been poorly studied because of limited in-

strument sensitivity, variations similar to those shown in Figure 3.9 have actually

been seen in other events during the last two solar cycles (e.g. Reames 1990a).

Time variations in events were once considered to arise from random fluctua-

tions in the coronal source material as a function of longitude (Mason, Gloeckler,

and Hovestadt 1984). These abundance fluctuations were presumably sampled

randomly as the shock crossed different flux tubes. The smoothly varying abun-

dances seen in Figure 3.9 are clearly incompatible with this sort of model. The

observed variations must be a property of the physics of shock acceleration, not of

the source material. However, Mason, Gloeckler, and Hovestadt (1984) did show

that the abundance variations with longitude that would be expected from coronal-

diffusion models of the flare-myth era were not observed.

We can gain a qualitative understanding of the abundance variations by look-

ing at the rigidity spectra of H, He, O, and Fe shown in Figure 3.10. Differences

between the observed proton spectrum and a power-law spectrum at high energies

tell us about wave generation at the shock. Thus, the flattened proton spectrum is

both a signature of and proxy for wave generation as described by Lee (1983) and

shown in Figure 3.3. Other ions such as O and Fe must propagate through the

waves generated by protons of the same magnetic rigidity. The circled points

shown as O1 and Fe_ in Figure 3.10 have the same velocity or energy/nucleon; they

were used to generate the Fe/O ratio shown in Figure 3.9. However, the point O_

is at a rigidity that is heavily suppressed by waves while Fe_ is out in the power-

law region where wave suppression is minimal. Hence, Fe/O increases because 0

is suppressed more than Fe by the waves, not because Fe is enhanced. The time

variation of the abundances occurs as the wave growth increases and then de-

creases as the shock strength waxes and wanes on the observer's field line. Dur-

ing the same period, the H/He ratio increases because the low-rigidity part of the

spectrum actually rises slightly, affecting H more than He at a given velocity.
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Note that our understanding of the abundance variations suggests that the ri-

gidity spectra are similar for all species emerging from the shock, as can be seen

for the spectra of H and He in Figure 3.10. This spectral behavior differs from

expectations of the equilibrium theory of Lee (1983) where the modulation in-

creases as A/Q. However, this equilibrium theory might not be expected to follow

the dynamic evolution of these events in a radially diverging field. In a dynamic

situation, wave growth falls rapidly below equilibrium as proton intensities de-

crease with distance from the shock, that is, when the time scale for wave growth

becomes greater than the time since acceleration began.

Ng, Reames, and Tylka (1999) have adapted the transport theory of Ng and

Reames (1994) to model particle acceleration and transport from a moving shock.

The acceleration is simulated crudely by injecting power-law spectra at the loca-

tion of the moving shock. All particle species are injected with the same en-

ergy/nucleon spectrum and with coronal abundances, but wave generation is ne-

glected for all species except protons, as in Lee's (1983) theory. However, the

amplification and damping of waves are coupled to the transport and scattering of

protons. Other species, nominally represented by He and O with Q/A=0.5 and Fe

with Q/A=0.25, obey the equations of focused diffusive transport through the

proton-generated waves that evolve dynamically in space and time.

Figure 3.11 shows results for time variations of He/H and of Fe/O at 3 differ-

ent energies from a theoretical simulation by Ng, Reames and Tylka (1999). These

results approximately compare with observations in the 1998 April 20 event that

were shown in Figure 3.9. All ratios are taken for elements of the same velocity or

energy/nucleon. The time-evolution of Fe/O in Figure 3.11 can be understood

qualitatively in the following way. Early in the event, particles propagate through

ambient interplanetary turbulence that is assumed to have a Kolmogorov wave

spectrum. Although this scattering is small for all species (the scattering mean

free path, 2,-1 AU), differing rigidities cause O to be scattered slightly more than

Fe. Hence, the arrival of O is delayed and Fe/O begins at a high value. Fe/O de-

creases as O intensities begin to rise and the ratio reaches a minimum a few hours

after event onset. At this time, proton-generated waves near the shock have be-

come important and Fe/O again rises because O is more efficiently trapped near

the shock than is Fe and because the Fe-poor region near the shock is approaching.

Many hours later, Fe/O begins to fall as the shock expands and weakens and the

trapping diminishes. At higher energies, the enhancement of Fe/O is smaller be-

cause of reduced wave generation by higher-rigidity protons.
The behavior of He/H in the shock simulations can be much more complex.

Initially, one would expect He/H to behave just as Fe/O; the highest-rigidity spe-

cies, in the numerator of the ratio, should arrive earliest. However, the 2 MeV

protons resonate with waves that they themselves must generate, while 2 MeV

amu _ He resonates with waves generated by faster protons that easily propagate

out ahead of the He. Thus He/H can either rise or fall initially in response to the

intensity and spectrum of the waves and the protons that generate them. Examples
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of both types of behavior can be found in observations in different events. Thus,

the lack of correlation between He/H and Fe/O in gradual SEP events (Reames

1995a, 1998) is actually strong evidence for the presence of self-generated waves.

Ambient Kolmogorov turbulence would produce correlated variations in these

ratios (Ng, Reames, and Tyika 1999).

In Figure 3.12 we show rather different behavior in an event near central me-

ridian. Here the abundances such as Fe/O decrease from their coronal values early

in the event and remain at low levels, with some variation, right through the time

of passage through the shock, the ESP event, and the CME. We have already dis-

cussed the fact that proton-generated waves preferentially trap O near the shock

while allowing Fe, of the same velocity, to escape. Thus, it is not surprising that

we see depressed Fe/O near the shock. However, the detailed time behavior far-

ther ahead of the shock, when we are magnetically connected to its quasi-

perpendicular western flank, has not been simulated. Neither do the simulations

allow the advancing shock to incorporate these particles with altered abundances

and accelerate them to higher energy. This latter process could lead to the exag-

gerated abundance variations often seen at energies above -10 MeV amu 4 (Mazur

et al. 1992).
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Note that the two events we have considered, involving different source lon-

gitudes, have enhancements and suppressions of Fe/O. Western events tend to

have enhancements while eastern events show suppression (Cane, Reames, and

von Rosenvinge 1991) when the proton intensities at the shock are sufficiently

high for extensive wave growth. To first order, the effect of proton-generated

waves is to differentially redistribute the elements in space; enhancements of ra-

tios in one place imply corresponding depressions elsewhere. If we could average

over all space and time, we would obtain coronal abundances. When we examine

many events, on average, we do find that the Q/A-dependencies are averaged

away. We know that this happens by comparing the abundances of Fe with those

of Mg or Si, averaged over -50 events. These elements have much different val-

ues of Q/A, but very similar values of FIP. The fact that the abundances of these

species agree well on the FIP-effect plot (see Figure 9.1) means that the Q/A -

dependencies have averaged away (Reames 1995a, 1998).

We do not yet fully understand all abundance and spectral variations in detail,

especially when early events disturb the interplanetary medium for events that

follow. However, it is already clear that the abundances are a powerful probe of

the structure and wave spectra at the shock. The shock seems to accelerate differ-

ent species to the same spectra in velocity, but the escape of the ions through
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waves, largely generated by protons, depends upon their rigidity or Q/A. Hence,

different species at a given velocity differentially probe the wave spectrum near

the shock. These abundance variations are much easier to see than the spectral

variations that they represent, since the latter are plotted on an intensity scale of
several decades.

3.6 HIGH-ENERGY SPECTRA AND ABUNDANCES

The highest-energy particles from the largest SEP events are observed by

neutron monitors and meson telescopes on Earth. The primary ions cause a cas-

cade of secondary products as they interact with the atmosphere and the seconda-

ries are observed in these "ground-lever' events (GLEs). Information on source

abundances is lost to this technique. Because of the differences in techniques and

venue, this research is often considered separately from that centered on spacecraft

observations. However, this important energy region allows us to explore the lim-
its of shock acceleration.

Kahler (1994) tied the highest energy particles to CMEs by studying the ac-

celeration profiles of 1-21 GeV protons vs. the height of the CME-driven shock.

He found that for particles at the highest energy, peak acceleration occurred when

the shock was at a distance of 5-10 solar radii. At these distances, densities are

sufficiently low that Fe at the highest observed energies (600 MeV amu 1 or 33

GeV) is not stripped of electrons during acceleration (Tylka et al. 1995).

Using multiple neutron monitors with different geomagnetic cutoff rigidities

and asymptotic look directions, it is possible, in principle, to measure the energy

spectrum and anisotropy of the incoming protons (McCracken 1962). At energies

near -1 GeV amu -_, spectra have steepened considerably relative to those observed

in the 10-100 MeV region, as shown in Figure 3.13 taken from the work of Lovell,

Duldig, and Humble (1998). Spectra in this region have been fit to the semi-

empirical shock-acceleration model of Ellison and Ramaty (1985) but no further

attempt has been made to connect the steepening to the physics of the shock.

At ~0.1-1 GeV amu _, the highest energies where abundances have been meas-

ured, Tylka, Dietrich, and Boberg (1997) observe interesting increases in Fe/O.

These observations may suggest that the spectrum of O begins to roll off at a

lower energy/nucleon than that of Fe. Here we have questions of particle con-

tainment and abundance variations around the "knee" of the SEP spectrum near 1

GeV. Similar questions are often asked about the "knee" of the GCR spectrum

near 10_5eV. The requisite abundance measurements are substantially easier to
make for the SEP case.

4 Impulsive SEP Events

The energetic particles from impulsive solar flares constitute one of the most

fascinating particle populations we have observed. The unusual abundances in
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these events give us insight into the plasma physics of resonant wave-particle in-

teractions in flares. The existence of these processes in flares was discovered via

energetic particles in space and direct particle observations continue to provide the

primary window available for studying them.

4.1 PHOTONS FROM FLARES

There is a long and rich history of the observation of flares beginning with

their first detection by Carrington (1860). However, most of the photon emission

from flares is either thermal emission from the heated plasma or, in the case of

hard X-rays and radio bursts, is produced by non-thermal electrons. Only in re-

cent years has it been possible to observe y-rays and neutrons produced by nuclear

reactions of accelerated ions in several events (see e.g. Ramaty, Kozlovsky, and

Lingenfelter 1979; Chupp 1984; Evenson et al. 1990; Muraki et al. 1992; Yoshi-

mori et al. 1994). The fast time scale of the earliest y-ray-line observations

showed that ions were indeed accelerated in impulsive flares and not only by
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shocks.Thenarrowy-raylinesfromexcitednucleiof theambientplasmaprovide
informationon coronalabundancesand on energyspectraabove-1 MeV
(Ramaty,MandzhavidzeandKozlovsky,1996).

Cliver et al. (1989) made a careful comparison of SEP events and y-ray-line

flares during a 5-year period near solar maximum. They found a relatively poor

correlation between y-ray-line fluences and 10 MeV proton intensities, with the

ratio of the two varying over 4 orders of magnitude. Even very large SEP events

often lacked measurable y-ray-line fluences, although the largest y-ray-line events

usually had an accompanying SEP event.

Ramaty et al. (1993) compared the electron-induced bremstrahlung with the

proton-induced y-ray lines in flares to derive the ratio of 0.5 MeV electrons to 10

MeV protons. They found a high ratio corresponding to the ratio for impulsive

SEP events in interplanetary space. Since similar ratios were found for flares with

widely varying time scales, they suggest that the same stochastic acceleration

mechanism was operating in flare loops, if not in space. This finding was used to

support the suggestion of Cliver (1996) that there are hybrid gradual events for

which different acceleration mechanisms operate in different locations, i.e. in the

flare loops and in interplanetary space. Ramaty et al. (1996) found a comparable

energy content in the protons and electrons accelerated on flare loops.

For one event, it was possible to deduce abundances from the broad y-ray lines

emitted from excited nuclei of the accelerated particles (Murphy et al. 1991). The

abundances of the "beam" showed the same pattern of enhancements of 3He and

heavy ions that were seen in the impulsive SEP measurements.

Very recently, Mandzhavidze, Ramaty, and Kozlovsky (1999) have analyzed

measurements by Share and Murphy (1998) of y-ray lines emitted exclusively by

3He bombardment of He, O and Fe, especially the 0.937 MeV line from de-

excitation of tSF* produced via _60(3He,p)_SF*. Comparing these lines with those

produced by aHe or by both 3He and 4He, they find that 7 of 20 flares show clearly

enhanced 3He/4He>0.1 and in some cases 3He/aHe-1. 3He/4He cannot be directly

measured in the remaining flares, but it is consistent with being >0.1 in all cases.

This important work further confirms the strong association between 3He-rich par-

ticle events and flares. However, the authors point out that the flare duration is

actually not important. Evidently, any acceleration in flares on closed loops in the

low corona can produce 3He-rich. This again supports Cliver's (1996) idea that

all acceleration in flares in the corona produces 3He-rich energetic particles. In

gradual events, the shock, driven by the associated CME, accelerates so many

particles out on open field lines that those few that escape the flare loops are
overwhelmed.

4.2 ASSOCIATIONS

Improved instruments launched in 1978 August on the ISEE-3 spacecraft, with

increased geometry and resolution near 1 MeV amu _, provided a flood of new
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measurementsof 3He-richevents.ThenewISEE-3measurementsprovidedin-

formationon ionizationstates(e.g.Luhnet al. 1987), abundances (e.g. Mason et

al. 1986) and energy spectra (e.g. Mrbius et al. 1982). In addition, however, they

also provided the statistics necessary for correlation with impulsive solar flares

(see review by Reames 1990b).
The earliest of these associations connected 3He-rich events with the scatter-

free nonrelativistic (10-100 keV) electron beams that generate type 111radio bursts

(Reames, von Rosenvinge, and Lin 1985). Velocity dispersion, i.e. the particles

arriving in inverse order of their velocities, was found to be consistent for the
electrons and ions and could be used to determine the solar onset time of the parti-

cle acceleration within a few minutes. The associations with streaming electrons

and with metric and kilometric type III bursts (Reames and Stone 1986) provided

the timing necessary for associations with Hot (Kahler et al. 1987b) and X-ray

(Reames et al. 1988) flares. Radio mapping of the trajectories of the type HI

bursts provided further confirmation of the source identifications.

-The fervent hope of these investigators was to pinpoint the sources of these

unusual events. By correlating properties of the environment or flare plasma with

3He/aHe, one sought the peculiar subset of flares that gave rise to these unusual

isotopic enhancements. No such correlation was found. The truly surprising re-

sult was that there was nothing remarkable at all about the 3He-rich flares and no

strong correlations with any flare properties (e.g. Reames et al. 1988). The flares

associated with 3He-rich events seemed to span the distribution of flare properties

with respect to temperature, size, and emission of hard and soft X-rays. Particles

from any flare could be 3He-rich; perhaps all flares. However, there was a weak

inverse correlation of 3He/4He with X-ray and radio flux and a weak inverse cor-

relation of Fe/O ratios with flare duration (Reames 1990b).

Furthermore, when results were available on the rates of occurrence of 3He-

rich events, it seemed that they were not much less common than hard X-ray

events, for example. Figure 4.1 shows 3He/4He ratios in individual events during a

solar cycle in the upper panel and rate of occurrence in the lower panel, during a

14-year period. After 1983, the rates must be corrected for the poor tracking cov-

erage of the spacecraft by the Deep Space Network, often only -2 hrs per day.

Nevertheless, it is clear that the event rate decreases by a factor >50 during solar
minimum. The occurrence rate of 3He-rich events near solar maximum is

-100 yr 1. However, if we recall that these events come from a solar longitude

interval of -20 ° (Figure 2.3), then we see that the rate of event occurrence on the

visible solar disk is -1000 yr t. It is this rate that we must compare with the rate of

hard X-ray events, Ha flares, or metric type HI bursts of -4000 yr 1, ~10,000 yr _,

and -10,000 yr _, respectively (Reames 1993; Reames, Meyer and von Rosenvinge

1994). Allowing for events below the threshold of sensitivity of the ISEE-3 in-

struments, we find that 3He-rich events are a ubiquitous phenomenon. Much

smaller 3He-rich events have now been seen, even at solar minimum, with instru-

ments of higher sensitivity on the Wind spacecraft (Reames et al. 1997a).
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Fig. 4.1. The upper panel shows 3He'He ratios measured in individual impulsive events during

a 14-year period. The lower panel shows the event occurrence rate corrected for spacecraft

coverage that displays a strong solar-cycle effect.

An interesting estimate of the efficiency of acceleration of 3He can also be

made for these events (Reames 1993). A moderately large event with 3He/4He -1

can produce a fluence of 105 _He ions cm "2 at 1 AU. Assuming they occupy a 20 °

cone, or -0.1 sr, this implies ~2xl03° 3He ions accelerated to energies above -l

MeV amu _ in the event. Using a flare of area (3000 kin) 2, scale height of 10,000

km, density of l01° H-atoms cm J, and _He/H= 5xl0 5, we find there are only

-Sx103_ 3He ions in the flare volume. Allowing for 3He ions in the spectrum down

to 100 keV amu "l that have recently been seen (Reames et al. 1997a) this means

that more than 10% of the _He in the flare volume is accelerated. The observed

decrease in 3He/4He ratios in large events may actually result from depletion of

3He in the flare volume.

These estimates also argue against the possibility of acceleration of _He in

"'high coronal flares" where densities are only -10 s H-atoms cm "3 (Cliver and

Kahler 1991). There is not enough 3He in the high corona. It is also difficult to
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ionizeFeto theobservedchargestateQF_=20.5+1.2 at such low densities, as noted

by Cliver and Kahler (1991).

4.3 ABUNDANCES

Soon after the discovery of 3He-rich events, it was found that abunctances of

elements up to Fe were also unusual in these events (Hurford eta[. 1975). Rela-

tive to C or O, the degree of enhancement seemed to increase with Z up to Fe, with

Fe/O -10 times its value in the corona or in large gradual SEP events (see e.g. Ma-

son et al. 1986).

A fascinating feature of all of the abundances in 3He-rich events is that event-

to-event variations in the abundance of one species are almost completely uncor-

related with those in another species. This effect was shown by Mason et al.

(1986) and explored further by Reames, Meyer and von Rosenvinge (1994).

Heavy element abundances, specifically Fe/C, are not correlated with 3He'He, as

is shown in Figure 4.2, This has been interpreted as evidence that different

mechanisms or, at least, different wave modes are involved in the enhancements of

3He and Fe, or that they are accelerated in different spatial regions. However, the

same behavior can be seen for the impulsive events in the plot of Ne/O vs. Fe/O

shown in Figure 2.4 or in any other pair of element abundances (Reames, Meyer

and von Rosenvinge 1994). We can scarcely introduce a special acceleration

model for each species.
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Fig. 4.2. Scatter plot of the abundance ratios 3He#He vs. Fe/O in individual 3He-rich events.

The mean abundance ratios are enhanced in both cases but variations are not correlated.
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Notethatthisuncorrelatedbehavioris remarkablydifferentfrombehaviorwe
haveseenin gradualeventswherevariationsin Ne,Mg, Si, S, andFe usually
showsystematiccorrelatedbehavior,evenasa functionof timewithin a single
event. This is anotherdistinctionbetweengradualandimpulsiveevents. Fur-
thermore,abundancesin impulsiveeventsusuallyshownoenergydependence.

It isusefulto summarizethepatternof averageabundanceenhancementsother
than3He/4He in impulsive events as shown in Table 4.1. Abundances in the table

seem to fall into three groups, 4He, C, N and O in the first group, Ne, Mg, and Si

in the second, and Fe in the third. Reames, Meyer, and von Rosenvinge (1994)

proposed that each group had a characteristic value of Q/A. Species in each group

resonate with waves in a given frequency region, but that frequency, and the inten-

sity of resonant waves, varies from one group to another. Reames, Meyer and von

Rosenvinge (1994) plotted Q/A for different species vs. plasma temperature, as in

Figure 4.3, based upon ionization equilibrium calculations (Arnaud and Rothen-

flug 1985; Arnaud and Raymond 1992). They noticed that in the temperature

range of 3-5 MK, elements in the first group, 4He, C, N, and O, were fully ionized

with Q/A=0.5. Elements in the second group, Ne, Mg and Si, had a stable 2-

electron configuration with Q/A----0.42, and Fe had Q/A---0.28. The abundance

grouping seemed to be the signature of a 3-5 MK plasma.

Table 4.1. Abundance Enhancements in Impulsive Events

(Relative to Coronal)

4He]C 0.85__.0.17

N/C 1.52_+0.34

O/C 1.10-L-0.12

Ne/C 3.51_+0.50

Mg/C 2.35_+0.32

Si/C 2.76_+0.38

-1

-2.8

Fe/C 6.67_+0.80 -6.7

Of course, this conclusion is in direct conflict with the measurements that all

the elements up to Si are fully ionized, with Q/A=0.5 (Luhn et al. 1985). How-

ever, if all the elements from 4He through Si have Q/A=0.5 then there is no known

way to distinguish them with electromagnetic fields and generate the observed
abundance enhancements. The abundances are in conflict with the ionization-state

measurements. A resolution of this conflict is obtained if the ions are accelerated

early in the flare from a 3-5 MK plasma and then ionized later as the plasma is
heated. Thus, the acceleration time scale is shorter than the ionization time scale.

Estimates of these time scales (Miller and Vifias 1993) suggest that this sequence

of events is quite reasonable. In fact, for acceleration time scales of seconds,

thermal stripping would be extremely slow; ion stripping by electron beams might
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Fig. 4.3. The charge-to-mass ratio, Q/A, for various elements as a function of temperature

based upon theory of Amaud and Rothenflug (1985) and Arnaud and Raymond (1992) as

plotted by Reames, Meyer and von Rosenvinge (1994).

predominate. In either case, the abundances are completely independent of the

charge states finally observed.

If we know the temperature and the equilibrium ionization states, we can plot

the averaged enhancements relative to coronal abundances as a function of Q/A

(Reames 1995a). Such a plot is shown in Figure 4.4. The figure shows a rela-

tively smooth dependence on Q/A. Since the gyrofrequencies of the ions are pro-

portional to Q/A, we can interpret Figure 4.4 as the average resonant frequency

spectrum seen by the ions during acceleration. Isotope measurements by Mason,

Mazur, and Hamilton (1994) are also consistent with the Q/A dependence shown

in Figure 4.4.
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4.4 THEORY

Typically, the value of 3He/4He -1 in these events, compared with ~5×10 "4 in

the solar atmosphere or solar wind (Coplan et al. 1984; Bodmer et al. 1995). Yet,

despite large variations, I-I/4He - 20 in these events is not far from the coronal

value (Reames, Meyer, and yon Rosenvinge 1994). Since Q/A for 3He lies be-

tween the values for H and 4He, it is clear that this pattern of abundances is far

beyond the scope of transport models from the flare-myth era. These models had

to explain all abundance variations in terms of rigidity- or Q/A-dependent trans-

port from a point-source flare. 3He-rich events must involve acceleration physics

that differs greatly from that in gradual SEP events.

The large enhancement of 3He with its gyrofrequency, ,Q3=2/3 OH uniquely

situated between those of the dominant species, H and 4He, led to suggestions of

selective enhancement by resonant wave absorption in the source plasma. Fisk

(1978) proposed the first viable mechanism for selective heating of 3He by ab-

sorption of electrostatic ion cyclotron (ESIC) waves produced above the 4He gy-

rofrequency. Here the waves could be resonantly absorbed, heating the rare 3He

ions without significant damping. These waves represent electrostatic oscillations

of the electrons relative to ions, 4He in this case, in a direction along the magnetic

field. Their production requires an enhancement in the electron-ion temperature

ratio, T/T,, and an enhancement in 4He/H to produce 4He- rather than H-cyclotron
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waves.FisksuggestedthatFe +I7 would be enhanced by resonance with the same

waves through the second harmonic of its gyrofrequency. The wave absorption

only causes preferential heating of the ions, not acceleration. However, ions in the

tail of the thermal distributions would then be available for stochastic acceleration,

for example, to MeV energies (e.g. M6bius et al. 1982).

The narrow resonance of the Fisk (1978) theory made rather specific predic-

tions about which charge states would be selected for each element and these pre-

dictions did not agree well with subsequent measurements (Luhn et al. 1987).

Also, enhanced 4He/H ratios in the source plasma were more plausible when 3He-

rich events were thought to be rare than when they seemed to occur in any solar

flare. Recently, attempts have been made to extend ESIC-wave theory in the light

of current observations of abundances and ionization states (Zhang 1995; Zhang

and Ohsawa 1995; Toida and Ohsawa 1997).

The strong association between 3He-rich events and streaming 10-100 keV

electrons (Reames, von Rosenvinge, and Lin 1985) and type 1II radio bursts

(Reames and Stone 1986) has been exploited in the theory of Temerin and Roth

(1992; Roth and Temerin 1997). They noted an analogy with electron-beam gen-

erated waves that coupled to ions in the Earth's aurora to produce "ion conics."

Here, downward streaming electrons generate oblique electromagnetic ion cyclo-

tron (EMIC) waves that the ions absorbed near their mirror points to produce the

conic pitch-angle distribution. In the aurora, electrons, ions and waves can all be

observed simultaneously in situ. The clear presence of electron beams, shown by

the presence of type 1]I radio bursts, for example, suggested that a similar process

might occur in solar flares. EMIC waves are produced below OH where they can

resonate directly with 3He; there are no special requirements for large 4He/H.

Furthermore, this is a mechanism for acceleration of ions to MeV energies, not a

heating mechanism, so no second process is required. As before, heavy ions can

be accelerated as they interact with the waves through the second harmonic of

their gyrofrequencies. Roth and Temerin (1997) used extensive plasma simula-

tions to study the mechanism. Following the original work by Temerin and Roth

(1992), Miller and Vifias (1993) examined other wave modes that might accom-

pany the EMIC waves. They suggested that heavy ions might be accelerated by

shear Alfvrn waves produced at the same time. Litvinenko (1996) examined the

effects on the observed energy spectra of Coulomb energy losses in the flare.

Large-scale restructuring of the solar magnetic fields during a solar flare might

be expected to generate turbulence at long wavelength scales. Large-amplitude,

long-wavelength Alfvdn waves would then cascade to shorter length scales until

they reached the dissipation range and were absorbed by ions of the thermal

plasma. Miller and Roberts (1995) studied the stochastic acceleration of protons

by cascading Alfvrn waves in impulsive solar flares. Wave energy requirements
of the model are modest and acceleration time scales are consistent with those

obtained from T-ray observations. As the waves cascade to higher frequency, they

interact with particles of lower energy. Near the end of the cascade, they first en-
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counterambientionsof thelowestgyrofrequency,namelyFe,andprogresstoward
higherQ/A. Waves not absorbed by Fe, continue to cascade through resonance

with Si, Mg, Ne, then O and C, to He and eventually H. Thus, Kolmogorov cas-

cading can lead naturally to the progression of heavy element enhancements seen

in impulsive flares (Miller and Reames 1996).

Miller, LaRosa and Moore (1996) and Miller (1997) applied cascading fast-

mode waves to the stochastic acceleration of electrons in impulsive flares, pro-

viding a consistent model for electrons and ions, except for 3He which is not se-

lectively enhanced by cascading waves. An extensive review of the status of vari-

ous theories of particle acceleration in impulsive flares has been published re-

cently (Miller et al. 1997). Until very recently it was thought that electrons above

-20 keV contained much more energy than protons above ~1 MeV. Recently,

however, it has become clear from y-ray line measurements that the energy content

in accelerated electrons and ions is comparable (Ramaty et al. 1996), 1031-1032

ergs in large flares. Proton spectra below -1 MeV cannot be deduced from meas-

urements of y-ray lines, but interplanetary spectra suggest that low-energy protons

can contribute another factor of 5-10 to the energy content (Reames et al. 1997a).

Steinacker et al. (1997) examined the resonant wave absorption by a hot

multi-ion plasma. The strong damping profile of 4He, which they call the "helium

valley," can extend over a wide range of frequencies and affect the wave intensi-

ties available for many other species. In fact, ions may be "enhanced" relative to

4He simply because they lie farther from the bottom of the "valley." Of course, a

more complete theory should consider wave generation and damping together.

5 CIR-Associated Events

The dipole component of the magnetic field of the Sun is drawn out radially

by the solar wind and wound into the well-known Parker (1963) spiral at low lati-

tudes by solar rotation. Between the approximately hemispheric regions of oppo-

site polarity lies the equatorial current sheet (see e.g. Hoeksema 1995). The aver-

age solar wind speed is lower, ~300 km/s, at low latitudes above regions of closed

loops and coronal streamers, than in the high latitude "coronal holes", where it can

reach -800 km/s. The dipole axis is aligned with the rotation axis during solar

minimum but tilts and eventually inverts during an 11-year solar cycle. This tilt,

as well as more irregular variations, can bring high-speed solar wind from coronal

holes down into the ecliptic. As the Sun rotates, high-speed solar wind is then

emitted in the same direction as previously-emitted low-speed wind. When a

high-speed stream overtakes the low-speed wind, an interaction occurs. The inter-

action strengthens as we follow this stream interface farther out from the Sun

where more and more of the high-speed stream plows into the region. Since this

entire pattern corotates with the Sun, it is called a corotating interaction region

(CIR). CIRs are relatively stable structures that can persist for many solar rota-

tions depending, of course, upon the stability and topology of the high-speed
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stream.Thepatternof alternatinghigh-andlow-speedstreamsandrelatedalter-
nationin themagneticsectorstructurehasbeenobservedfor manyyears(e.g.
BelcherandDavis1971;Hundhausen1972;Burlaga1974).

A pairof shockwavesformat theedgesof CIRs,theforwardshockpropa-
gatesoutwardinto theslowsolarwindandthereverseshockpropagatesinward
into the high-speedstream. Occasionallythe shocksform at 1 AU but they
strengthenwithdistanceastheplaneof theinterfacebecomeslessradialandmore
azimuthal.RadialevolutionofCIRswasobservedoutto-5 AU onthePioneer10
and11spacecraft(e.g.Gosling,Hundhausen,andBame1976;Hundhausenand
Gosling1976).Observationsshowedthatparticleswereacceleratedto MeV en-
ergiesat bothshocks(McDonaldet al. 1975; Barnes and Simpson 1976). How-

ever, the reverse shock was found to have the highest intensities and hardest spec-

tra, perhaps because of the higher particle injection speeds. Using the observa-

tions from the Helios and Pioneer spacecraft, intensities of the energetic particles

from CIRs could be studied over a large radial span (Van Hollebeke et al. 1978;

Mewaldt, Stone, and Vogt 1978). Radial gradients of the MeV protons flowing

sunward from the reverse shock through the high-speed stream were 350% AU 1

between 0.4 and 1 AU and 100% AU 1 from 1 to -4 AU.

5.1 THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICLES

Fisk and Lee (1980) presented a theory of particle acceleration and transport

from a CIR that included the effects of adiabatic cooling of the particles in the ex-

panding solar wind. Assuming the diffusion constant _c=-_vr, depends only upon

particle speed v and distance R, they found the distribution functionfgiven by

l1 /R 2/3/(1-/3)+V/(rOV)v_3/(l_/3) exp

f _ V(1__)2
(5.1)

where V is the upstream solar wind speed, Rs is the radial position of the shock,

and fl is the inverse of the shock compression ratio. The theory was found to be in

good agreement with the observations of Gloeckler, Hovestadt, and Fisk (1979).

CIRs can appear throughout the solar cycle, but they are most easily studied

near solar minimum when they persist for long periods without disruption from

CMEs. After intense study of CIRs by a fleet of well positioned spacecraft during

solar minimum of the mid 1970's, their study was much less common during the

1980's. However, Richardson et al. (1993) studied a large sample of events dur-

ing this period, examining anisotropies, abundances, spectra, and spatial distribu-

tions using Helios 1, IMP-8, ISEE-3/ICE and Pioneer-Venus Orbiter spacecraft.
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Observationsduringthe 1990'sweremarkedby theUlyssesmissionthatex-
ploredthehigh-latitudesolarregions,whichwediscussbelow,anda newgenera-
tionof larger-geometryinstrumentationwith broadenergycoverageon theWind
spacecraftnearEarth.Intensity-timeprofilesof He ionsovera widespanof en-
ergyareshowninFigure5.1duringa27-dayperiodobservedby theWindspace-
craftin 1995(Reameset al. 1997b). Upper panels in the figure show the magnetic

azimuth angle to define the magnetic sector structure and the solar-wind speed that

shows the onsets of high-speed streams on May 23 and 30, coincident with sector-

boundary crossings. The particle event of May 28-June 14 seen in Figure 5.1 is

remarkable because of its long duration, being visible over -225 ° of solar longi-

tude. However, it does illustrate many properties common to CIR-associated

events. The small peak in the low-energy ion intensities on May 29 represents

ions from the forward shock flowing back to 1 AU, since both shocks form beyond

1 AU. When we cross the stream interface on May 30, we begin to see ions from

the reverse shock. Early on, we are connected to the weak shock that is relatively

close to us; we see steep spectra and the dominance of low-energy ions. Later, we

see spectra harden as the shock strengthens and the low energy ions are affected
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Fig. 5. I. Intensity-time profiles for He ions are shown for a 27-day solar rotation in the lower

panel, with magnetic azimuth and solar wind speed in the upper panels. A small particle event is

associated with the CIR passage on May 24 and an extended event with the CIR on May 30.
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by thetransportoverlongerdistances.UnlikeSEPevents,particlesfromthere-
verseCIR shockshow inverse velocity dispersion (because of the increasing

strength and distance of shock with time); the low energy ions are seen first.

Energy spectra, at selected times during the 1995 May-June event, are shown

in Figure 5.2. The spectra are shown for the times marked along the abscissa in

Figure 5.1. Curves through the points in Figure 5.2 are obtained by adjusting the

parameters of Equation 5.1 from the theory of Fisk and Lee (1980) using distances

of R,.= 1.2, 2, and 4 AU at successive times. At the latest time, it is necessary to

choose a very, large shock compression ratio to obtain the fit (Reames et al.

1997b). This may be because the radial or rigidity dependences of the diffusion

constant are not quite correct, or because proton-generated wave growth at the

shock, that would flatten the spectra escaping the shock, has been neglected in the

theory. Nevertheless, theoretical fits, using equilibrium theory, seem more suit-

able for these quiescent CIR events than for the dynamic SEP events. Historically

there has been some argument whether CIR. spectra are exponential or power-law
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Fig. 5.2. Energy spectra of He are shown tot the times listed and marked in Figure 5.1. Curves
through the spectra are fits from Fisk-Lee (1980) theory.
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in character.With thelargeenergyrangein Figure5.2,boththeexponentialand
power-lawfactorsin theFisk-Leetheorycontribute.However,a needfor non-
physicalshock-compressionratiosandtheexcessivespectralroiloverpredictedat
thelowestenergies,suggestthatthetheorydoesneedtobeimproved.

5.2 CROSS-FIELDPARTICLETRANSPORT

In arecentstudyof particleangulardistributionsin CIReventson theWind
spacecraftnear1AU, Dwyeret al. (1997a) found large values of the ratio of per-

pendicular to parallel diffusion constants, I¢1/_qt- Values of _¢±/him=1.47_+0.07,

0.13_+0.02, and 0.45_+0.02 occurred for several hours near peak intensity of the 80-

154 keV amu -_ He ions in three large events, including the 1995 May 30 event we

showed in Figure 5.1. The particles in the events with the largest to±/xij were

found to be streaming sunward, away from the shock, independent of the magnetic

field direction. The time variation of _¢1/lql that Dwyer et al. (1997a) found in the

1995 May 30 event is shown in Figure 5.3. Cross-field diffusion is high during

the intensity maximum but is quite small at other times. Turbulence related to the

interaction region, or Alfvrn waves in the high-speed stream (Belcher and Davis

1971), have been suggested as possible sources of the scattering.

However, it seems much more likely that the localized region of large to±re-

sults from particle-generated waves restricted to those regions with high particle

intensities. Such wave generation by energetic ions at CIRs has been overlooked

previously in the literature. Peak proton intensities near 100 keV reach -2×10 4

(cm 2 sr s MeV) "1in the CIR events studied by Dwyer et al. (1997a) and are compa-

rable with those at shock passage in moderately large ESP events. Values of

to±/_qr -1 may mean that wave activity is so intense that scattering is likely to oc-

cur within a single gyroperiod. The longer lifetime of the CIR shocks may also

compensate for somewhat lower wave-growth rates. Several AU from the Sun, the

CIR shocks are highly quasi-perpendicular. In this regime, self-generated waves

could provide enough cross-field diffusion to keep low-energy ions from being

swept downstream. Wave generation also produces flattened upstream spectra,

relaxing the need for hard shock spectra to fit the energy spectra observed at late

times (Reames et al. 1997b). That is, the spectra may be flattened at low energies

by wave modulation (Lee 1983) in addition to adiabatic deceleration (Fisk and Lee

1980). Inclusion of proton-generated waves at the shock would decouple the tur-

bulence involved in acceleration at the shock from that controlling transport over

large radial distances, especially at low energies.

For comparison, Dwyer et al. (1997a) also examined a period during an SEP

event and found no cross-field flow. However, intensities were lower during that

period and it was not a time near shock passage.
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May 30 CIR event shown in Figure 5.1. At peak intensity, the ions stream sunward away from

the shock in the solar wind frame, almost independently of the magnetic field direction (after

Dwyer et al. 1997a).

5.3 ENERGETIC IONS AT HIGH LATITUDES

A new perspective on CIRs was gained by the passage of the Ulysses space-

craft over the poles of the Sun. CIRs would be expected to disappear at high lati-

tudes where the solar wind becomes uniformly fast. Gosling et al. (1995b) found

that the forward shocks are not seen above 26 ° and reverse shocks disappear above

42 ° solar latitude, in agreement with a global tilted-dipole solar-wind model (e.g.

Pizzo 1991, 1994). However, the energetic particle observations (e.g. Simnett et

al. 1995; Roelof et al. 1997) continued to show recurrent particle increases up to

much higher latitudes.

Fisk (1996a) suggested a model for the behavior of the polar magnetic field

geometry that would allow particles accelerated at lower latitudes to be seen on

field lines that had migrated to high latitude. The key lay in the model of solar

rotation developed by Wang and Sheeley (1993). The polar coronal holes, from
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whichthesolarwindexpandsnonradially,rotatesnearlyrigidlyanddoesnotpar-
ticipatein the latitude-dependentdifferentialrotationof the solarphotospheric
magneticfields. Thus,a field lineat lowheliographiclatitudecanbecarriedout
radiallyby thelocalsolarwindto interceptaCIR. Meanwhile,thefootpointof
thatsamefield linerotatesto highheliographiclatitudeswherethesolarwindcar-
riesit to thehighlatitudesobservedbyUlysses.Thismodelallowshigh-latitude
field linesto threadlow-latitudeCIRs. Zurbuchen,Schwadron,andFisk(1997)
showedthetimevariationsof thehigh-latitudemagneticfieldobservedonUlysses
werein agreementwith Fisk(1996)theory. A unique20-dayperiodicityof the
field,predictedbythetheory,wasalsoobserved.

An alternativeexplanationof thehigh-latitudeparticlesfromCIRswasgiven
by K6taandJokipii (1998). Usingcross-fieldtransportwith 1¢±/_l=0.05,they
find resultsfrom their 3-dimensionalanisotropic-diffusionmodelof the hello-
spherethatagreewith theobservations.Heretheparticletransportto high lati-
tudespresumablycomesfromrandomwalkof themagneticfieldlines(Jokipiiand
Parker1968)ratherthanfromsystematicmigrationof thosefield linesfoundin
theFisk(1996)model.Jokipiiet al. (1995) studied magnetic field fluctuations in

the heliospheric polar regions (see also Smith et al. 1995) in order to estimate tcj_.

However, in Section 8.1 we examine the long history of difficulty in relating

measured magnetic field fluctuations to particle transport.

5.4 ABUNDANCES

Very early in their study, it became clear to observers that element abundances

of energetic particles in CIR events were different from those in SEP events

(McGuire, von Rosenvinge, and McDonald 1978; Hamilton et al. 1979; Scholer et

al. 1979). In particular, both He/O and (2/0 were about a factor of 2 higher than in

SEP events. H/He associated with the reverse shock was -15-20, somewhat lower

than in SEP events, but the forward shock showed higher values. In the next dec-

ade, abundances were measured near 1 AU for a large sample of events and the

abundance enhancements were plotted as a function of FIP for the first time

(Reames, Richardson, and Barbier 1991; Richardson et al. 1993). Nearly all of the

MeV ions measured at 1 AU are those accelerated from the high-speed stream at

the distant reverse shock. Their abundances represent those of the high-speed
stream and the coronal hole, in contrast to SEP abundances that are coronal in ori-

gin. The CIR abundances show a weaker dependence on FIP than SEP abun-

dances, with low-FIP elements enhanced by only a factor of about 2 relative to

high-FIP elements. In general, the abundances of energetic CIR and SEP ions cor-

respond to those seen directly in the high- and low-speed solar wind (Geiss, Glo-

eckler, and von Steiger 1995), respectively. In the solar wind, differences between

high- and low-speed regions are clearly delineated by changes in Mg/O and Fe/O,

which measure the amplitude of the PIP effect. The stream interface seems to form

an effective barrier to mixing of energetic particles from the high- and low-speed
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solarwind in theCIR (IntrilligatorandSiscoe1994).Wecomparethe FIPde-
pendenceof theseaveragedabundancesinSection9.

Thehigherabundancesof H andespeciallyHe in theionsacceleratedat the
reverseshockmaycomefromthepreferentialaccelerationof interstellarpickup
ionsinjectedat higherspeedwheretheshockis severalAU fromtheSun. These
pickupionswill bediscussedin thenextsectionin connectionwithACRs. How-
ever,pickupof interstellarH andHecontinuesdeepinto theheliospherewhere
thesepickupionshavebeenobserveddirectlyin thesolarwind,evennear1AU
(M6biuset al. 1985; Gloeckler et al. 1993; Geiss et al. t994). It is therefore quite

likely that these ions are preferentially accelerated at the reverse shock because of

their high injection speed compared with ions of the solar wind. Pickup H and He

could provide as much as -50% of those species observed in the energetic parti-

cles. Evidently, pickup O does not contribute significantly since C/O is unusually

high in ions from the reverse shock. Elements such as Mg, Si, and Fe are abun-

dant in the energetic particles at CIRs but are insignificant as pickup ions.

One might expect event-to-event variations in abundances in CIR events

similar to those seen in SEP events. However, systematic Q/A-dependent varia-

tions are less evident in CIRs, although the statistics are more limited (Richardson

et al. 1993). One of the unique features of the CIR abundances is the C/O ratio.

Richardson et al. (1993) observed that near 2 MeV amu 1 the ratio depends rather

strongly on the speed of the high-speed stream. Recently, Mason et al. (1997)

confirmed the variation in the C/O abundances at 150 keV amu u. The dependence

of C/O on stream speed is shown in Figure 5.4. A similar dependence on stream
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Fig. 5.4. Dependence of the C/O abundance ratio for energetic ions on the maximum stream

speed (data from Mason et aL 1997).
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speedwasseenin He/Onear2MeVamu_ andinNe/Onear150keV anlu "1, sug-

gesting an energy dependence in these ratios. Perhaps the dependence of these

abundances on stream speed is actually a dependence on shock strength. How-

ever, it is important to note that some isotopic abundances in the solar wind itself

are observed to depend upon the solar-wind speed (Kallenbach et aL 1998).

Geiss et al. (1995) have found an "inner source" of C÷ pickup ions in the he-

liosphere within a few AU of the Sun. They believe that these ions come from

evaporation of interstellar grains near the Sun. Because of their higher injection

speed, pickup ions from this source would be preferentially accelerated at the CIR

shocks. However, total pickup C÷/O ÷ does not exceed 0.3 at any location, so it is

difficult to see why this source would produce C/O -1 in the accelerated ions.

6 The Anomalous Cosmic Rays

Studies of the quiet-time spectra of ions in the region 10 - 50 MeV amu -_

(Garcia-Munoz, Mason, and Simpson 1973, 1975; McDonald et al. 1974) found a

population of particles with anomalous abundances and spectra. The ions had

O/C>20 and He/O-1. The energy spectrum of the "anomalous O" was steeper

than that of the galactic cosmic rays. The anomalous cosmic rays (ACRs), then

thought to consist of He, N, O, and Ne, were observed to be modulated in phase

with the GCRs during the solar cycle. In fact, they completely disappeared from

view during solar maxima and their reappearance is still welcomed in each new

decade (e.g. Hasebe et al. 1994).

Shortly after the discovery of ACRs, Fisk, Kozlovsky, and Ramaty (1974)

proposed a model for their origin that explained the anomalous abundances. They

suggested that in interstellar material, just outside the heliosphere, elements with

FIP below that of H, at 13.6 eV, would be ionized while those of high FIP, like

He, N, O, and Ne, would be neutral. This presumably occurs because interstellar

H can absorb and remove all photons above 13.6 eV, but not those at lower ener-

gies. As the solar system moves through the interstellar medium, neutral atoms

easily flow into the heliospheric cavity, but ions are effectively excluded by the

magnetic fields. When the neutral atoms approach the Sun, they are photoionized

and "picked up" by the magnetic fields, which they suddenly "feel." Neutral H

can also be ionized and picked up by charge exchange with H ions of the solar

wind (see detailed models for H, e.g. Zank and Pauls 1996). The distribution

function of the pickup ions is flat out to twice the solar wind speed. The singly

ionized pickup ions are convected out to the heliospheric termination shock where

they are preferentially accelerated (Pesses, Jokipii, and Eichler 1981; Fisk 1996b;

Lee 1996). After acceleration, the ions are modulated as they propagate back,

against the flow of the solar wind, to the inner heliosphere where they are ob-
served.

In the solar wind, singly ionized pickup He ÷ was first observed by MtJbius et

al. (1985) at 1 AU. Other pickup ions, such as I-V, N+, O ÷, and Ne ÷ have been ob-
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servedmorerecently(Gloeckleret al. 1993; Geiss et al. 1994) at larger heliocen-

tric distances. These pickup ions were predicted from the ACR observations 20

years before they were actually observed. For the ACRs, O was first shown to be

singly charged by Adams et al. (1991 ). In recent years the ionization states of the

ACRs have been measured extensively on the SAMPEX spacecraft (see review by

Klecker et al. 1995 and references therein). No sooner was it confirmed that most

of the ACR ions were singly ionized, than a component of doubly ionized ACR

ions was found at high energies (Mewaldt et al. 1996). These ions are presumably

produced by stripping of the energetic ions during acceleration at the termination

shock, providing an estimate of the acceleration time found to be a few years.

In Fibre 6.1 we show low-energy quiet-time spectra at 1 AU for several ele-

ments measured during the 1996 solar minimum by Reames (1999; see also

Hasebe et aL 1997; Reames, Barbier and yon Rosenvinge 1997; Takashima et al.

1997). Strict criteria have been imposed to eliminate any contribution to these

spectra from SEP or CIR sources. With high-sensitivity measurements, we not

only see the classical ACR

elements, He, N, O, and

Ne, but we also add the

rarer high-FIP element Ar. _01

In addition, however, we

also begin to see increases

in the tow-FIP elements,

especially S, but also Mg

and Si. These measure- _ l°2

merits show flat spectra for _ r
C and Fe; Klecker et al.

(1997) have found that all

of the C at low energies is _ 10.3
multiply charged. The -_g
low-energy component of a.

species such as Fe might

represent ambient solar

wind ions, from the tail of _o-4
the thermal distribution I

function, that are also ac-

celerated at the termina-

tion shock. Elements such

as Mg, Si, and S might lO.5

represent low levels of 2
interstellar neutrals, or, in

the case of S, might be

from volcanism on the Jo-

vian moon Io.
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Fig. 6.1. Quiet-time energy spectra of elements show low-

energy increases due to ACRs for He, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S

and Ar, but no clear increase for C or Fe.
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A recentmeasurementof isotopicabundancesin theACRs(Leskeet al. 1996)

has shown them to be similar to solar system abundances, in particular =Ne/2°Ne -

0.1. Since this is a measure of the abundances of the interstellar medium, it has

greater significance for GCRs than for ACRs. The high value of this ratio in the

GCR source, where =Ne/2°Ne~0.4, suggests that they cannot simply be accelerated
from material like the local interstellar medium.

In the first model for shock-acceleration of the ACRs, Pesses, Jokipii, and

Eichler (1981) suggested that acceleration occurred primarily in the polar regions

where the solar wind speed, and hence the speed of the quasi-parallel termination

shock, are highest. More recently, Jokipii (1990) discussed shock-drift accelera-

tion as particles are transported from equator to poles, or conversely, depending on

the phase of the solar cycle. Once the particles drift through the maximum VxB

potential at the shock, their energy spectrum steepens, but since the maximum en-

ergy depends upon charge, multiply ionized particles appear at the highest ener-

gies (Jokipii 1996). Of course, the acceleration time increases with energy, lead-

ing to a higher probability of stripping.

Giacalone et al. (1997) have suggested that ions accelerated at the termination

shock to produce ACRs may be pre-accelerated at CIRs in the outer heliosphere.

However, the element abundances at CIRs are drastically different from those

measured at CIRs, especially C/O. In addition, low-FIP ions like Fe are sup-

pressed by factor of -100, relative to O, in ACRs, but are, FIP-enhanced, at CIRs

(see Section 9). A priori, it is possible that the relative acceleration of pickup ions

at CIRs increases at large heliocentric distances. However, CIR shocks weaken

and dissipate in the distant heliosphere and energetic-particle intensities soon de-

cline to the point that ion abundances can no longer be measured. Hence, there is

no evidence of a component with altered abundances that is associated with CIRs.

An alternative approach has been taken by Ellison, Jones, and Baring (1999).

These authors have performed Monte Carlo calculations of acceleration at the
termination shock that are similar to those described for the Earth's bow shock and

for interplanetary shocks. By assuming that the scattering mean free path,/%, is 5-

10 times the particle gyroradius, the authors find they can easily accelerate pickup

ions directly, without pre-acceleration, a problem for the competing models.

While the authors treat _ as a free parameter, it is likely that the small values rep-

resent the presence of proton-generated waves. Such waves may also increase

K-±/_il to 0.1-0.2 or more near the shock, making it easier for ions to scatter back to

the quasi-perpendicular shock from downstream.

Correctly accounting for solar modulation of the ACRs as they are transported

inward from the termination shock and distinguishing the effects of acceleration

and modulation is a difficult task. It is best to consider modulation of ACRs and

GCRs together in a single model. However, a complete discussion of such models

would be extensive and is beyond the scope of this paper (see Fisk 1999; Moraal

1999). While it is generally believed that drift along the neutral sheet can be a

major route of access to the inner heliosphere, diffusive transport, both parallel
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andperpendiculartothefield,isusuallyinvokedforspecificcalculationof spectra
andabundances.In fact,therigiditydependenceof thetransportcoefficientsis
usuallychosento fit theobservations(e.g.CummingsandStone1996)aswas
oncedonefor SEPevents.Therigiditydependenceof thespectraattheshockand
of thetransportmayonlybecomeindependentlyresolvedwhenspacecraftactually
crosstheterminationshock.Eventhen,thevariationsovertheentireshocksur-
facemaybedifficultto determine.

7 Planetary Sources of Energetic Particles

Planets, and their interaction with the interplanetary medium, can be a rich

source of energetic particles. In general, there are three distinct regions where

energetic particles can be found. First, there are planetary bow shocks. Second,

there are inner magnetospheres where particles can be stably trapped in well-

defined radiation belts. Finally, there are the dynamic regions of the outer mag-

netospheres, magnetosheaths, and magnetotails that are buffeted by the external

force of the varying solar wind and the magnetic structures it contains.

Generally, magnetospheric physics is well beyond the scope of this review,

especially the dynamic outer regions where a comprehensive modeling of the

magnetic evolution and plasma flows is required to understand the particle accel-

eration that occurs. However, it is appropriate to mention some of the magneto-

spheric populations of energetic particles, their abundances, and their origins. We

will focus on planetary bow shocks, that are relevant to other shocks we have con-

sidered, and on trapped radiation, where the particle origins are often as simple as

they are surprising.

This is not to suggest that the polar and outer regions of the magnetosphere are

irrelevant or less interesting, only that they are too extensive to cover here. In

fact, we have already mentioned the "ion conics" produced in the aurorae when

EMIC waves generated by precipitating electron beams couple to accelerate ions

near their mirror points (Roth and Temerin 1997). This mechanism was the model

for the process in impulsive flares that produces solar 3He-rich events. If He iso-

topes were present in the auroral region, 3He-rich events might have been seen

there! This mechanism works in a region of high magnetic field and low plasma

]3, the ratio of magnetic to thermal energy (for a review of auroral acceleration see

Shelly 1995).

7.1 PLANETARY BOW SHOCKS

The Earth's bow shock provides a stable structure where energetic particles

and the spectrum of their self-generated waves can be studied together with the

properties of the shock (Gosling et al. 1979; Paschmann et al. 1981; Hoppe et al.

1981; Eichler 1981; Lee 1982, 1992; Scholer 1992). Typically, as the solar wind

flows into the shock, magnetic flux tubes at the nominal spiral direction first en-
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countera quasi-perpendicularshockonthedusksideof theEarth.Theyarethen
convectedacrossto thequasi-parallelregiononthedawnside.Fromparticlean-
gulardistributions,it is possibleto distinguishionsthathaveundergonea single
reflectionfrom theshockfrom thosethathaveundergonemultipletraversalsre-
suitingin acceleration(e.g.Paschmannet al. 1981). As the field line first contacts

the shock, a reflected beam of ions is seen upstream of the quasi-perpendicular

shock, streaming back along the magnetic field. Next, resonant waves generated

by this beam are seen (Hoppe et al. 1981) and the distribution of back-streaming

ions begins to broaden from interaction with the waves. Finally, a diffusive re-

gion occurs with a nearly isotropic distribution of particles extending to -100 keV

(e.g. Paschmann et al. 1981) and a related complex pattern of wave packets

(Hoppe et al. 1981).

Upstream waves have been observed in association with bow shocks at Venus,

Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune (Moses et al. 1990; Russell, Lepping

and Smith 1990; see also Lee 1992). The dominant frequencies of these waves

scale with IBI as expected for doppler-shifted waves generated by particles

streaming at about 2Vsw, as is the case at Earth. Upstream accelerated particles

and waves have been observed together at Jupiter (Baker et al. 1984) and at Venus

(Williams et al. 1991).

Acceleration at the Earth's bow shock was studied theoretically by Lee

(1982). Wave generation by the particles was included in this model, as it was in

the interplanetary shock model (Lee 1983) discussed previously. The principal

difference for the bow shock is the shorter acceleration time as field lines are rap-

idly convected past the shock with a time scale of -10 min. Monte Carlo simula-

tions of the particle acceleration have been preformed more recently (e.g. Ellison,

M/Sbius and Paschmann 1990; Scholer 1992). Ions that undergo 1, 2, 3, etc. tra-

versals of the shock contribute to increasingly high energies in the spectrum.

These simulations do not explicitly include wave generation. However, the use of

a short scattering mean free path, _, of only a few gyroradii, presumes the pres-

ence of significant wave growth. These small values of _, are required for accel-

eration of particles directly from the solar wind. Unfortunately, no spatial de-

pendence is assumed for _, in the Monte Carlo calculations; one would expect

small values of A,to exist only near the shock, as found by Lee (1982).

Energetic particles from the bow shock are seen as "upstream events" by a

spacecraft sunward of Earth. These are high-intensity bursts of particles in the 10-

100 keV amu _ region that occur when the magnetic field is directed so as to inter-

cept the bow shock. The occurrence of upstream events is more likely during

high-speed solar-wind streams, when the shock speed is highest relative to the up-

stream solar wind. Ion abundances have recently been measured in these events

and usually they are similar to the abundances in the high-speed solar wind (Ma-

son, Mazur, and von Rosenvinge 1996). In one case, an upstream event occurred

during a solar 3He-rich event; the ions in the intense upstream event were also 3He

rich (Dwyer et al. 1997b). These new abundance observations should end the old
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controversyonwhethertheupstreamionsareshockacceleratedor leakfromthe
magnetosphereassuggestedearlierbySan-iset al. (1976), for example.

7.2 TRAPPED RADIATION

The inner Van Allan radiation belts around the Earth consists almost entirely

of protons and electrons. These particles come from the cosmic ray albedo neu-

tron decay (CRAND) source (Singer 1958; Hess 1959; Freden and White 1960;

Lenchek and Singer 1963; Lingenfelter 1963). Neutrons, produced in nuclear in-

teractions of galactic cosmic rays with nuclei of the atmosphere, can be projected

upward into the closed magnetic field region. These neutrons decay in magnetic

regions where the protons and electrons can be stably trapped (e.g. Northrop

1963). The spectrum of trapped protons typically decreases almost inversely with

energy from ~ 1 MeV to -1 GeV, being flattened somewhat at low energies by in-

creased energy losses. A similar process also provides particles for the electron

and proton radiation belts of planets such as Jupiter and Saturn, although, Saturn's

rings provide an additional source of CRAND neutrons (e.g. Cooper 1983; Schardt

and McDonald 1983). Absorption of particles by the rings and moons of Jupiter,

Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune cuts swaths through their radiation belts (e.g. Van

Allan et al. 1975; McDonald, Schardt, and Trainor 1980; Simpson et al. 1980;

Stone etal. 1986, 1989; Krimigis etal. 1986, 1989).

When spacecraft entered the Jovian magnetosphere they found a region ~5-20

Rj where the abundances of the elements at -1-10 MeV amu 1 were completely

dominated by S and O (e.g. Gehrels, Stone, and Trainor 1981; Gehrels and Stone

1983). The origin of these unusual abundances was traced to gasses, like the

abundant SO2, emitted into space from volcanoes on the Jovian moon Io. This gas

is disassociated, ionized, and accelerated in the Jovian magnetosphere to produce

the energetic particle population dominated by S and O. Here is another beautiful

case where abundances of energetic particles contain the information needed to

identity the particle source.

More recently, a new radiation belt has been found at Earth by Grigarov et al.

(1991; see also Selesnick el al. 1995) that consists of the same high-FIP elements

found in the ACRs. Existence of this radiation belt had been predicted by Blake

and Friesen (1977). Singly ionized ACR ions have a high rigidity and can pene-

trate rather deeply into the magnetosphere, ff these ions encounter the upper at-

mosphere, they may suffer atomic collisions that lead to their ionization in regions

where they become stably trapped because of the sudden reduction in their A/Q

and magnetic rigidity. Thus, a radiation belt of interstellar N, O and Ne coexists

with the classical Van Allan proton and electron belts produced by the CRAND

process.

It is also possible to form temporary radiation belts during large SEP events

when the associated CME and shock strike the Earth (e.g. Blake et al. 1992). The

large perturbation in the magnetosphere allows sudden trapping of SEP ions and
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electronsthathavefilledtheoutermagnetosphere(seeHudsonet al. 1997, 1998).

As the particles are transported to inner shells (e.g. L=2) they are energized with

conservation of their first adiabatic invariant (see e.g. Northrop 1963). These new

radiation belts can last for a period of months. While observations in these belts

have been confined to protons and electrons, it seems safe to predict that SEP-like

abundances will actually be present.

8 Acceleration and Transport

It is appropriate to consider particle acceleration and transport together be-

cause history suggests that they are often difficult to distinguish in the observa-

tions. For example, spatial distributions of energetic ions can result from a spa-

tially extended source or from transport from a compact source. With a single-

point measurement, it is virtually impossible to distinguish spatial and temporal

variations; comparing the full intensity-time profiles using multi-spacecraft obser-
vations has been essential in these cases.

8.1 TRANSPORT

Among the greatest harm done by the solar flare myth was the distortion of

transport models to fit features caused by other mechanisms. Not only did we

misidentify the sources but we also spoiled our view of particle transport in the

inner heliosphere. The flare myth has now received attention in the community

and the importance of acceleration at CME-driven shocks has gained acceptance.

However, the effects of the flare myth on transport are more insidious and the er-
rors continue to live on.

The classic work of the previous era was the Palmer (1982) "consensus" on

diffusion constants, especially on the parallel scattering mean free path, )_l, in the

inner solar system. The Palmer review compiled information from several

sources, and prominently considered "scatter-free electron events," namely, elec-

trons from impulsive flares. However, most of the measurements were based upon

gradual SEP events. An important finding of the consensus was that _l - 0.08 -

0.3 AU, was independent of rigidity.

The long slow decay of gradual SEP events from western sources has contin-

ued to entice those who attempt to fit diffusion theory. From Figure 3.4, showing

intensity-time profiles vs. longitude, we might conclude that only about 1/3 of

gradual events, namely those at western longitudes, had decreasing time profiles,

while 2/3 had flat or rising time profiles. These profiles result from continuing

effects of the shock late in the events. However, events with eastern and central

sources were simply discarded because they were "not diffusive." At the same

time, the very steep decays of the impulsive events (see Figure 2.2b) could not be

fit by standard diffusion theory because the particles continued to stream and the

pitch-angle distributions did not relax to first-order anisotropy. These particles do
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not scatterenoughto obeytheFokker-Planckequation(JokipiiandParker1970;
Forman,Ramaty,andZweibel1986). Easternandcentraleventsweretoo fiat,
impulsiveeventsweretoo steep,but westerngradualeventswere"just right."
Thisextraordinarilybiasedselectionof eventscontinuallyreconfirmedthesmall

valuesof 2tt.Of course,theidenticalslowdecayatall energiesinwesterngradual
events,like thatshownin Figure3.6,actuallyresultsfrommagnetictrapping,not

from slow transport with identical values of _1 over orders of magnitude in energy.

Ironically, while much of the community focused on diffusive models with

strong scattering, Roelof and Krimigis (1973) explained their observations below

1 MeV in terms of scatter-free transport and long acceleration time scales. It

would be over 20 years before it became clear that weak interplanetary scattering

also applied at arbitrarily high energies. Strong scattering is limited to regions

near intense sources where there are proton-generated waves.

However, one of the defining moments in the author's education about parti-

cle transport came when Mason et al. (1989) published the intensity-time profiles

Here, during the long slow decay from a gradual SEP event,shown in Figure 8.1.
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Fig. 8.1. Particle anisotropies and intensities of 0.6-1.0 MeV amu _ H and He vs. time during a

small gradual SEP event of 1978 October 20-25 and an impulsive 3He-rich event on October

23. If the gradual decay is caused by scattering, how does the interplanetary medium know

how to scatter the particles from the gradual event but not those from the impulsive event? (af-

ter Mason et al. 1989).
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oneseesthefastprofileof animpulsive(3He-rich)SEPevent.Surely,the inter-
planetarymediumcannotdistinguishparticlesof thesamespeciesfromdifferent
eventsandscatterthemdifferently. It seemsmuchmorelikely thatthetimepro-
file of thegradualeventhaslittle to do with transport,but reflectscontinuedac-
celerationfollowedbyfilling of leakymagneticstructures,all withminimalscat-
tering. Evenwhen2tl ~1AU, 1MeVprotonstraveling-1 AU hr_ will behave
diffusivelyaftertheytraverseseveralscatteringmeanfreepathsin severalhours.
However,particlesfromanewimpulsiveinjectionwill rapidlystreamthroughthe
backgrounddistributionbeforetheyhavetimetoscatter.

ImpulsiveSEPeventsprovidethebestinformationon thetypicalimpulsere-
sponseof the interplanetarymedium(Earl 1981,1987;Masonet al. 1989). A fit

for a typical event using the Boltzman equation to follow the particle transport in

space, time, and pitch angle, is shown in Figure 8.2 (Mason et aL 1989). Such fits

typically give _u ~ 0.5 to 2 AU. New measurements of the interplanetary scatter-

ing mean free path have recently been made from observations of interstellar

pickup ions (Gloeckler et al. 1995; Fisk, Schwadron, and Gloeckler 1997; M6bius

et al. 1998). These measurements give A_l-1 AU at extremely low rigidities. Com-

bining the electron and ion measurements from impulsive flares and the results

from pickup ions, we find a rigidity-independent value of 2ti -1 AU from -1-100

MV. Again it is approximately constant, but at a new value that is about one order

of magnitude larger than that found by Palmer (1982).

In principle, it is possible to derive the scattering parameters using QLT from

direct observation of the spectrum of magnetic turbulence. However, it has been

well known for many years (e.g. Fisk 1979) that that process gives values of _l
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-0.01 AU, muchsmallerthanthevalueof At that the energeticparticlessee.
Whendetailedcomparisonsaremadewith observationsof impulsiveeventsthe
discrepancyisstriking(e.g.TanandMason1993).Thisis sometimesdescribedas
a "failure" of QLT but it maybemorecorrectlydescribedas our inability to
measurethosefluctuationsthataffectaparticlemovingalongthefield. In part,it
occursbecausemagnetometerson a singlespacecraftcannotresolvespatialand
temporalvariationsin thefield. Tangentialdiscontinuitiesor variationsin IB[
convectedobliquelyacrossthe spacecraftcontributeto themagneticturbulence
spectrumbutarenot seenbyenergeticparticles.Tu andMarsch(1993;seealso
Matthaeus,GoldsteinandRoberts1990;Ghoshet al. 1998) described magnetic

fluctuations as Alfvrn waves plus convective spatial structures. Unfortunately,

however, recent papers that treat the particle scattering in this environment theo-

retically (e.g. Bieber et al. 1994) are wedded to the old Palmer (1982) "consensus"

and still attempt to determine _1 from gradual SEP events.

In fact, gradual SEP events are quite consistent with the assumption of _l -1

AU. Mason, Reames and Ng (1991) re-fit intensity and anisotropy measurements

in several events using )qt = 0.8 AU that were observed by spacecraft at different

radial distances. For these events, one could adjust the injection profiles to fit the

observed profiles at Helios at 0.6 AU, and then follow the evolution out to Voy-

ager at 1.5 AU, for example. Those events had previously been fit with _i =0.05 -

0.1 (Beeck et al. 1987). It is possible to adjust the injection time profile to com-

pensate for changes of _I over a very wide range. One might expect anisotropy

measurements to distinguish these different parameters, but in practice they do

not. Observed particle anisotropies are most sensitive to local scattering condi-
tions and not to conditions between the observer and the Sun.

Many of the effects we once attempted to explain in terms of interplanetary

transport we now understand in terms of particle transport through self-generated

waves near the shock. Only self-generated waves explain the transport properties

that change rapidly with space, with time, and with proton intensity during an

event. Systematic abundance variations and localized increases in re../_ql depend

upon wave generation near shocks. In fact, to±/_ql -1 may be taken as evidence

that the scattering mean free path is comparable with the gyroradius near shocks.

This would actually violate the assumptions of QLT locally.

Rigidity-dependent transport occurs because the resonant wave spectrum is

derived from an intense, decreasing power-law proton spectrum. Most of the

protons are at low rigidity so most of the resonant waves scatter low-rigidity pro-

tons and ions. Small gradual SEP events like that of 1995 October 20 (Reames et

al. 1997a) show power-law spectra and minimal abundance variation while larger

events like that of 1998 April 20 show the large spectral and abundance variations

we have discussed. The rigidity dependence comes from proton-intensity-

dependent waves generated locally near the shock, not from ambient waves dis-

tributed through the interplanetary medium. Otherwise, impulsive SEP events and
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pickupionstell usthatthereis noevidenceof rigiditydependencein thetransport
of <100MV ionsin theundisturbedinterplanetarymediuminside-5 AU.

Particletransportin theouterheliosphereseemsto bea complexmixtureof
drift alongneutralsheetsandscatteringalongandacrossmagneticfieldswith the
usualassumptionthat K'j./_qf~0.1. Needfor achargesigndependenttransportis
clearfrom comparisonsof GCRelectron/protonmodulation.However,a com-
pletediscussionof modulationandtransportmodelsis beyondthescopeof this
paper(seeFisk 1999;Moraal1999).

8.2 ACCELERATIONANDPLASMAPHYSICS

Wecanidentifytwoprimaryaccelerationmechanismsthatdominatetheparti-
clepopulationswestudy:

1) Stochasticacceleration,involvingresonantwave-particleinteractionsthat
transferenergyfrom wavesto particles.Thisoccursin regionsof high
magneticfield,low-flplasmawithhighAlfv6nspeeds,notablytheterres-
trial auroraeandsolarflares.

2) Shockaccelerationthat occursin relativelyhigh-fl plasma,including
planetarybowshocks,CME-drivenshocks,CIRshocks,theheliospheric
terminationshock,andevensupernovashocks.

Our view of bothprocesseshaschangedradically.Weoncesawstochastic
accelerationastherandomtransferof energyto particlesfromanintensebutsim-
plepower-lawAlfv6n-wavespectrum.Wenowbelievethatthespectrummustbe
complexwith resonantpeaksof EMICwavesgeneratedbyelectronsanddamped
by 3He.At highwaveintensities,Kolmogorovcascadingmayalsobeimportant
for couplingtheenergyof magneticreconnectionintothefrequencyregionof ef-
ficientresonancewithenergeticparticles.

Weoncesawshockaccelerationin termsof particlescatteringagainstambient
turbulence.We nowseeit asadynamicprocesswherewavegenerationby low-
energyparticlestrapsthemneartheshock,increasingtheefficiencyof theiraccel-
erationto higherenergy,aprocessthatrepeatsto GeVenergiesin thestrongest
shocksneartheSun. Yet,resonantwavegenerationdependsupontheprotonin-
tensity,henceit modifiesthespectraandabundancesmuchmoreat low energies
thanat high. Thisalteredappearanceof aneventat differentenergieshasled to
the mistakenideathatdifferentaccelerationmechanismsareoperative,specifi-
cally,thatthehigh-energyparticlescomefromtheflare.Motivationsto revivethe
old flaremyth areamazinglystrong.Spectrain largegradualSEPevents(e.g.
Figures3.10and3.13)showa steepeningat highenergies,nottheflatteningthat
wouldbeexpectedfromanewsource.All of theseparticlescomefromthesame
source,but the spectraare flattenedat low energiesby the presenceof self-
generatedwaves(seefigure 3.3). Ionizationstatemeasurements(Tylka et al.

1995) and evidence of acceleration high in the corona (Kahler 1994) confirm this.
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Wave-inducedcross-fielddiffusionof low-energyionsmayhelpkeepthem
from beingsystematicallysweptdownstreamin quasi-perpendicularshocksand
distributeparticlesmoreuniformlyalongthe surfaceof a quasi-parallelshock.
Thereis evidentlysomuchwavegenerationnearsomeshocksthatthescattering
meanfreepathis comparablewith thegyroradiusandtcj_/lqj-1, breaking assump-

tions of QLT locally. When wave intensities are so high, it may also be necessary

to consider the effects of Kolmogorov cascading on the wave spectrum near

shocks as well. Wave intensities and spectra vary in space and time in response to

changes in the particle intensities and spectra, a tightly coupled nonlinear behav-

ior. A realistic model of shock acceleration would include particle transport in

pitch-angle, in space and in momentum, local wave generation and damping, and a

realistic shock geometry and evolution. There is no such model at present.

We have yet to approach those issues related to multiple large SEP events that

are closely spaced in time from a single region on the Sun. Particles accelerated at

the shock from the second event may travel on closed loops ejected by the first

event; they may also propagate through wave spectra that have been left behind.

The new particles may begin to amplify these pre-existing waves. If no new event

occurs, the old waves will be swept out by the solar wind or they may cascade to

the dissipation range where they will be absorbed by the solar-wind plasma.

Multi-event cross talk is nearly impossible to resolve experimentally without guid-

ance from high-quality theoretical models. At present, we can only urge caution to

those who might hastily interpret the unusual abundance enhancements in the

1997 November 6 or the 1998 May 2 CME events, for example, in terms of injec-

tion of flare particles. Unlike the 1998 April 20 event that we discussed here

(Figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11), those events occur in complex environments that

have not been adequately modeled. Only by modeling each event in a series can

we begin to describe the state of the interplanetary medium prior to each new on-

set.

For the shock acceleration that we have discussed, the term "high energy"

might be defined as the energy, Eo, where the particle spectrum steepens as wave

growth rates become small and the acceleration times large. Eo depends upon the

proton intensities at the shock (see Figure 3.3) and, of course, it varies appreciably

with time. The appearance of an event is much different at high energies than in

the wave-dominated low-energy region. In the largest SEP events the break seems

to occur at -1 GeV (see Figure 3.13), separating the ground-level events (GLEs)

from the spacecraft observations. For smaller events, like the 1998 April 20 event

(see Figure 3.10), Eo -10-20 MeV, and Eo falls below 100 keV in the smallest SEP

events. For the Earth's bow shock the wave dominated region only extends to -20

keV, controlled by the short acceleration time (e.g. Ellison, Mrbius, and Pasch-

mann 1990). ACR spectra steepen above -10 MeV amu l (Cummings and Stone

1996). However, in this case the spectral steepening is presently interpreted as the

limit of shock-drift acceleration for singly ionized particles, rather than the limit of
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accelerationdominatedby self-generatedwaves.It is oftendifficult to determine
thecauseof spectralsteepeningathighenergies.

For theparticleeventsassociatedwithCME,CIR,andplanetarybowshocks,
eachneweventgivesusanother"experiment"withdifferentinjectionparameters,
shockparametersandgeometricconfiguration.Toa limitedextent,it is possible
to observethoseparametersandto studytheireffects.TheACRsandGCRseach
provideonly a singlepopulationof particlesto study,albeitwith an unusual
"seed"populationin theformercase.

9 Abundances

We have seen that element abundances are one of our most powerful tools to

study the physics of particle acceleration and the nature of the plasma where they

originate. In impulsive flares, they tell us the average accelerating wave spectrum

as a function of gyrofrequency. In gradual SEP events, they probe the transpar-

ency of the proton-generated wave spectrum as a function of rigidity. However, in

these and many other cases, an average background level of abundances exists that

describes the source plasma and is important in its own right (e.g. Meyer 1985a,

1985b, 1993, 1996; Reames 1995a, 1998). Those abundances often tell us the ori-

gin of the source plasma itself.

The high abundance of energetic S in the Jovian magnetosphere is a clue to an

origin in the sulfurous gasses emitted from the volcanoes of Io. The nearly pure H

abundance of the inner Van Allan radiation belts is a clue to their origin in neutron

decay. The new ACR radiation belt has abundances like the ACRs, N, O and Ne

with no measurable C, Mg, Si or Fe. Low-FIP ions are suppressed in ACRs but

enhanced in SEPs. The 3He-rich abundance in the "upstream" event that occurs

during an impulsive SEP event tells us that these particles were re-accelerated by

the bow shock; they did not leak from the magnetosphere. We might even men-

tion the high abundances of Li, Be, and B in the GCRs that tell of fragmentation of

heavier species during their -10 7 year lifetime. When we examine all these parti-

cle populations together, the power of abundance measurements in identifying the
sources becomes clear.

In Table 9.1 we summarize measurements of the element abundances of the

major particle populations of the heliosphere. The table also includes the "stan-

dard" abundances of Grevesse, Noels, and Sauval (1996). The standard abun-

dances represent photospheric and meteoritic abundances; they are the best esti-

mate for the primitive Sun and the local region of the galaxy where it was formed.

A newer table by Grevess and Sauval (1998) differs only slightly from the earlier

one we have used. In Figure 9.1 we show plots of the abundance enhancements

for each element relative to its standard abundance as a function of FIP. Plots are

shown for gradual SEP, CIR, ACR and GCR components.
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Fig. 9.1. The abundances of elements are shown relative to corresponding "*standard" abun-

dances as a function of FIP. Separate panels are shown for the gradual SEP, C|R, ACR and

GCR populations of energetic particle.

Once we average over the variations discussed in this paper, the gradual SEP

events provide the most complete information we have on element abundances in
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the solar corona. It is not fortuitous that the variations have no systematic residual

when we average over -50 SEP gradual events, it is a consequence of transport

through proton-generated waves. As noted earlier, we can see evidence of this by

comparing the abundances of Mg, Si, and Fe for gradual SEP events in Figure 9.1.

These three elements have nearly the same value of FIP, yet Fe has a much differ-

ent value of Q/A from the other two (see Figure 3.8). The fact that Fe falls be-

tween Mg and Si on the FIP enhancement strongly suggests that there are no re-

sidual Q/A-dependent effects, at least to an accuracy of about 10%.

The CIR abundances in Table 9.1 and Figure 9.1 are those measured in the re-

gion of a few MeV amu J, as are the SEP abundances. Presumably, these abun-

dances represent the FIP-effect of the high-speed solar wind, i.e. of coronal holes,

with the exceptions noted before of up to -50% contributions from pickup H, He,

and possibly C. For the abundances of most elements at CIRs, event-to-event

variations are more difficult to study and we are less sure that they have been re-

moved in averaging over many events. The FIP-effect of the abundances of ener-

getic particles at CIRs is different from that of the gradual SEPs. These abun-

dance patterns parallel those in the high- and low-speed solar wind, respectively.

By presenting these abundances as a function of FIP we do not mean to ex-

clude models that explain these abundances as a function of the ionization time

rather than FIP (e.g. von Steiger and Geiss 1989; Marsh, von Steiger, and Bochsler

1995). On the contrary, these models increase the quantitative understanding we

have of the "FIP effect." These models follow ion flow from the chromosphere at

a density of 1016 cm -3 and temperature of 104 K where H is mostly neutral out to

the corona at 10 6 K and into the solar wind. Low-FIP ions are ionized at the be-

ginning of the process and diffuse upward along with H which is ionized by EUV

photons from the hot corona. Ions are also drawn upward by the ambipolar elec-

tric field produced by differences in scale height of electrons and ions. The abun-

dance of high-FIP elements depends upon the time required for them to be ionized

and to join the upward flow.

In a recent paper, Schwadron, Fisk, and Zurbuchen (1999) describe an alter-
native model for the FIP-effect that includes the effects of resonant wave-particle

interactions that couple other ions to H÷. The presence of these interactions in-

creases the pressure and scale-height of ions relative to the neutrals so the frac-

tionation increases with height in the corona. This explains why the slow solar

wind, coming from magnetic reconnection at the tops of previously closed loops in

the streamer belt (Fisk, Schwadron, and Zurbuchen 1999), has a greater FIP frac-

tionation than the fast solar wind that originates lower in the solar atmosphere.

The model also provides the selective heating necessary to explain (Zurbuchen et

al. 1998) the 3He/aHe ratio that is -20% greater, on average, in the slow than in

fast solar wind. Other fractionation models are reviewed by Hrnoux (1995, 1998).

ACR abundances are not usually displayed as a function of FIP. However, it

is extremely appropriate to do so because the large suppression of the low-FIP

elements is indeed an ion-neutral separation caused by the magnetic fields of the
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outerheliosphere.Figure9.1showsACRabundancesat theterminationshock
correctedfor modulation(Reames1999). ModulationaffectsH andHe much
morethantheheavierions. Thehigh-FIPelementsHeandNearesuppressedbe-
causetheyarelesslikely to bephotoionized,thanN or O. Fisk,Kozlovsky,and
Ramaty(1974)listmeandistancesfor photo-ionizationof 0.5,1.6,4, and3AUfor
He,Ne,N, andO,respectively.H behavesdifferentlybecauseit canchargeex-
changewithsolarwindH; it doesnotexperiencethesolarwindasa"testparticle"
would(seee.g. Zank and Pauls 1996). Rucinski et al. (1996) have performed de-

tailed calculations of the photo-ionization and charge-exchange processes.

The low-FIP ACR ions are truly worthy of the name "anomalous," since their

abundances are suppressed by a factor of -50 relative to O. All of the low-FIP

ions except Mg, Si, and S must be listed as upper limits since the presence of a

non-GCR component in the low-energy spectra cannot be proven (see Figure 6.1).

It is interesting to note that Mg:Si:S abundances are statistically consistent with

the standard (photospheric or local galactic) abundances. In addition, we have

S/Fe_>0.7, already much larger than the coronal value, but still consistent with the

standard abundance. The origin of these low-FIP ACR ions remains unclear, they

might come from a small component of interstellar neutrals; any such neutrals en-

tering the heliosphere would be easily photoionized. In some cases, e.g. C and Fe,

they could be multiply charged ions, accelerated from the tail of the solar wind

distribution function at the termination shock. It is even possible that S injected

from the volcanoes of Io finds its way into the ACRs.

Finally, in Figure 9.1, we compare the GCR source abundances corrected for

fragmentation in interstellar space (Lund 1989). The GCRs are where the FIP-

effect was originally observed. The first realization that GCR abundances have a

dependence on ionization potential seems to come from Kristiansson (1971,

1972), although he considered the ionization cross section, rather than FIP. Kris-

tiansson also included a Z%dependence that we might now recognize as a proxy

for a Q/A dependence of the acceleration. Webber (1975) noted the similar be-

havior of the SEP and GCR abundances. Meyer (1985b) provided the most com-

plete and convincing evidence of this similarity. Meyer noted that only the factor-
of--2 excesses in the abundances of C and of 22Ne in the GCRs could not be rec-

onciled with coronal and SEP abundances. He suggested that SEPs, or rather

stellar energetic particles accelerated similarly, could be the seed population for

GCR acceleration, presumably by supernova shock waves.

Recently, a controversy has grown over an alternative scenario for GCR accel-

eration (Meyer, Drury, and Ellison 1997; Ellison, Drury, and Meyer 1997). In this

model, the FIP separation occurs because the low-FIP, or refractory, elements are

bound in interstellar dust grains. Grains with A/Q -10 6 are preferentially acceler-

ated at supernova shocks, enhancing the abundances of their constituents by fac-

tors of -50 with respect to the volatile high-FIP elements. About 10% of the grain

mass is then sputtered off as individual ions as the grains pass through the ambient

material with a speed of -0.001c, resulting in a net enhancement of the refractory
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elementsby a factorof -5. Thesputteredrefractoryionsarethenacceleratedto
high energiesalong with the volatiles. The modelalso presumesan A%

dependence for the volatiles as a proxy for a Q/A dependence of their acceleration.

22Ne and C must still be separately enhanced, presumably by Wolf-Rayet stars, in

this as in all other GCR models. Lingenfelter, Ramaty and Kozlovsky (1998) have

modified this model to accelerate grains that have been freshly formed in a new

supernova. They explain the high C/O ratio by formation of carbonaceous grains.

One problem with the idea of injecting SEPs from solar-like events as a seed

population for GCR production is that adiabatic deceleration takes a serious toll

on the spectrum; few of the particles escape the heliosphere with significant en-

ergy. However, Shapiro (1997; Shapiro and Silberberg 1997) has suggested that

magnetically active M and K dwarf stars may be -10 4 times as active, producing

numerous fast CMEs. They estimate that these stellar CMEs can produce -0.35

eV/cm 3 in "seed particles." The intensity and energy actually scale as high powers

of the shock speed, so there may be substantial margin for any adiabatic decelera-

tion in these stellar systems. We have also seen that shocks will accelerate what-

ever seed population they find available. Therefore, if these "stellar energetic

particles" are sufficiently numerous, GCRs from this mundane source could easily

dominate those from the more esoteric grain-acceleration pathway.

It seems unlikely that new evidence will be found to resolve this interesting

GCR injection controversy conclusively in the immediate future.

I0 Summary and Conclusions

The last decade has been a time of dynamic change in our perception of the

energetic particles of the heliosphere. We have survived a shift in the paradigm

for the acceleration and transport of particles in SEP events. However, no sooner

had we settled on the terms "gradual" and "impulsive," than we began to find that

time scale alone was ill suited to distinguishing the physical mechanisms of inter-

est, though it still describes the behavior of MeV ions. It now seems possible that

all flares may produce dramatic enhancements of energetic 3He, regardless of time

scale, and substantial enhancements of Fe/O can occur for shock-accelerated ions.

The correct source distinction appears to lie between all flares and CME-driven

shocks. Yet the terms "gradual" and "impulsive" have stuck and we are now be-

ginning to model the two underlying processes of acceleration systematically.

We have explored new ways in which wave-particle interactions can produce

the abundance enhancements in impulsive flares. In fact, this fundamental aspect

of the physics of solar flares can only be studied with accelerated-particle abun-

dances. The spectrum of waves near the ion gyrofrequencies cannot be observed

directly and can only be studied by its effect on the energetic particles.

The greatest changes have come for gradual SEP events. We now discuss the

spatial distribution of the acceleration, transport, and trapping with respect to the

evolving CME and the shock wave it drives. The largest events accelerate protons
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to energiesabove20GeV nearthe Sun. For smallevents,power-lawenergy
spectraarecommon,butfor thelargepowerfulevents,streamingparticlesbecome
trappedneartheshockby self-generatedwaves,flatteningthespectraof escaping
particlesatlow-energies.Whilethisprocesshasbeenknownfor manyyears,we
nowrecognizeitseffectsonthetimevariationof ionabundancesandspectra.The

profusion of resonant waves causes events to appear differently at low energies

than at high. Previously, this lead to the mistaken perception that different accel-

eration mechanisms were at work in different energy regions. We must now cope

with the ways one event can affect the appearance of another coming close behind.

Recently, effects of intensity-dependent proton-generated waves have also

been reported in the in situ observation of cross-field scattering in CIR-related
shocks events. It should be obvious that shock acceleration is similar even in dif-

ferent sites. We have known for many years that protons streaming away from

shocks generate waves. Yet, it seems to come as a surprise that waves might also

be important at CIR-associated shocks and in the injection of pickup ions at the

termination shock. Perhaps we must relearn old lessons at each new site.

We have explored the heliosphere in 3 dimensions, mapping the spatial distri-

butions of the solar wind, of CIRs and of CMEs as Ulysses flew over the solar

poles. Energetic particles accelerated at CIR shocks have been followed to lati-

tudes far higher than that of the shocks themselves. These particles serve as

probes of the magnetic topology, that can be explained by a new model for the

migration of magnetic field-line footpoints across the solar corona.

The Voyager spacecraft have tracked the modulation of the spectra of ACRs

out beyond 60 AU, and at 1 AU, new elements, Mg, Si, and S, with low intensities

and uncertain origin have added their own anomalous spectra. The interstellar

pickup ions that can eventually become ACR H, He, N, O and Ne have now been

observed directly in the solar wind, long after their existence was predicted from

the ACRs. New isotope measurements of ACR Ne confirm that local interstellar
matter is similar to that in the Sun.

Element abundances have proven to be our most powerful tool in identifying

the nature and properties of the source plasma and in probing the physics of accel-

eration and transport. Particle populations are defined by their abundances. The

high abundances of Li, Be, and B defined the history of GCRs. The high relative

abundance of S and O defined the volcanic source of the ions at Jupiter. The high

abundances of He, N, O, and Ne defined the ACR source as pickup ions. So too,

the average abundances in gradual SEP events define coronal abundances and

3He/4He > 10% defines the unique physics of ion acceleration in solar flares.

Our instruments have improved enormously, in sensitivity, in resolution and in

high-speed on-board processing. Where we once measured event-averaged abun-

dances and spectra, we can now probe time-dependent spectral evolution along

both SEP and CIR shocks over 4-5 decades in energy. Isotope abundances extend

observation of Q/A dependence and characterize interstellar matter. Ionization-

state measurements over a broad energy range can define source temperatures and
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transportthroughmatter,whichmayvarywithtime. Particleangulardistributions
identifylocalregionsof intensescatteringandwavegrowth,of streamingandof
bidirectionalflows. With thesenewtools,wehaveleft thediscoveryphaseand

begun to focus on the detailed physics of particle acceleration in the heliosphere.

Yet, our most formidable tools are still those that have probed relentlessly for

a solar cycle or more. The spacecraft that continue to operate for long periods of

time, like the venerable IMP 8 that has provided data over 25 years, give us a

complete perspective on the solar-cycle variations that underlie the physical proc-

esses we study. These observations also provide a large statistical sample of

events that help to defend us from the temptation to draw premature conclusions

from all-too-small a sample. May our new tools serve us as well.
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